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Abstract 

This thesis answers how a circular economy-based offering can be designed for increased 

value creation and decreased environmental impact, compared to a current offering. The 

study concerns a case company and their current offering of a fire safety solution, namely 

a 6 kg powder fire extinguisher. The concept Product-Service Systems is used as a base 

for the research and a foundation of the result. 

Throughout the study, the method Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) is used as a tool to 

evaluate and compare the current and the suggested solution in the sense of environmental 

sustainability amongst different impact categories. It provides a holistic perspective 

within the study which has been proven by theory to be an important factor when 

providing a circular economy-based offering. Another important factor is customising the 

offering to the specific case. This is attended to through an investigation of the company 

characteristics, the current offering and provider and customer values to find 

opportunities for the suggested solution. Opportunities found was e.g. a demand for an 

environmentally sustainable solution and existing infrastructure which can create value 

in the future.  

The process includes, apart from the LCAs, interviews, a workshop at the case company 

and a survey addressed to end users. The use of visualisation tools such as actors map and 

Product-Service Blueprint benefits the understanding of both current and suggested 

solution and provides insights, evaluation and possible improvements. A cost calculation 

is made to evaluate if the solution is financially making business sense to the provider. 

Through this thesis, a circular economy-based solution which designs out waste is found. 

It is proven through the study and LCAs that this solution decreases the investigated 

environmental impact categories compared to the current existing solution. The suggested 

solution is based on a refilling process for circulating material which is established 

through the thesis to be theoretically feasible, hence needs consideration in order to be 

implementable in reality and make business sense to the provider.  
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Sammanfattning 

Den här studien svarar på hur ett erbjudande baserat på cirkulär ekonomi kan designas för 

att öka värdeskapande och sänka miljöpåverkan i förhållande till ett existerande 

erbjudande. Studien baseras på ett företagsfall och deras nuvarande 

brandsäkerhetslösning, nämligen en 6 kg pulversläckare. I studien involveras teori om 

Product-Service Systems som en bas för forskningen och en grund för resultatet.  

Genom studien har metoden Livscykelanalys (LCA) använts som ett verktyg för att 

utvärdera och jämföra den nuvarande lösningen med den föreslagna i ett miljömässigt 

sammanhang och med flera olika påverkanskategorier. Detta skapar ett holistiskt 

perspektiv, vilket teorin visar är en viktig faktor under utvecklingen av ett erbjudande 

baserat på cirkulär ekonomi. En annan viktig faktor är att anpassa designen av erbjudandet 

till ett specifikt fall. Detta uppmärksammas genom en undersökning av företagets 

egenskaper, det nuvarande erbjudandet och leverantörs- och kundvärde för att finna 

möjligheter till en föreslagen lösning. Sådana möjligheter var till exempel en efterfrågan 

på miljömässigt hållbara lösningar och en existerande infrastruktur som kan gagna 

företagets värdeskapande i framtiden. 

Processen inkluderar, förutom LCA, intervjuer, en workshop, och en kundundersökning 

adresserad till slutanvändare. Användandet av visualiseringsverktyg, sådana som 

aktörskarta och Product-Service Blueprint, gynnar förståelsen för både den nuvarande 

och den föreslagna lösningen och skapar insikter kring utvärdering och möjliga 

förbättringar. En kostnadskalkyl görs för att utvärdera om lösningen är finansiellt bra 

lämpligt för företaget. 

Genom denna avhandling upptäcks en cirkulär ekonomi-baserad lösning. Studien visar 

att denna lösning minskar miljöpåverkan för de valda påverkanskategorierna jämfört med 

den nuvarande lösningen. Den föreslagna lösningen är baserad på att återfylla 

brandsläckare och därigenom cirkulera material vilket är teoretiskt genomförbart. Dock 

behövs ytterligare övervägande för att lösningen ska vara implementerbar och för 

företaget realiserbart.  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Ever since the industrial revolution the way of producing and consuming products has 

changed drastically (Ellen McArthur Foundation, 2017; NE, 2019). Ellen McArthur 

Foundation (2017) explains that according to a linear economy, the way of consuming 

has been “take-make-waste” which basically means that material is taken from the ground 

to be produced into different products which later is discarded when there no longer exists 

a desire of using them. The resources of the earth are not endless and therefore continuing 

this behaviour will result in depletion of resources. Right now, the world is living the 

Anthropocene epoch which means that humans are the reasons to a lot of changes  

(Rockström et al., 2009). If this continues, it might pressure environmental burdens into 

a catastrophic scenario, which will affect humans as well as other species’ well-being and 

survival.  

The use of material has globally increased ten times since 1990 and the expected increase 

of material use from 2005 to 2030 is 75% (European Commission, 2016). One reason for 

resource depletion is the strive of economic growth. The economic growth has in many 

cases been accomplished through industrialization which has required a lot of resources 

from the earth (World Commission on Environment and Development, 1987). Several 

approaches has been suggested to solve this problem such as “degrowth” (Schneider et 

al., 2010) which aims to decrease the amount of production and consumption in order to 

increase the wellbeing of humans and by that help to solve the environmental issues. 

However, many is critical to this approach and points out that an economical degrowth 

might not be an efficient way to reduce the environmental pressure of the planet (Van den 

Bergh, 2011).  

The traditional way of producing and selling products is a factor that contributes to a take-

make-waste ideology (EM Foundation, 2013) which in turn contributes to resource 

depletion. Traditional sale in this thesis is described as when the provider benefits from a 

short lifetime of the sold products and mostly receive revenue in the moment of the sale 

(Matschewsky, 2016).  

For most companies, however, an economic profit is necessary and being 

environmentally sustainable and resource efficient can be a way of making more profit  

(Lacy et al., 2015). According to Mont (2002), there are three main uncertainties to 

implement a business model that could provide profit and at the same time reduce the 

usage of resources. These are the readiness of the provider to adopt this kind of business 

model, the readiness of the consumer to accept and use the new offering and lastly the 

uncertainties of the environmental impact in such business model (Mont, 2002). 

1.2 Problem analysis 

The problem lies within the challenge to decouple economic growth and the use of 

resources which can be accomplished by implementing a business model that combines 
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products and services to fulfil a customer need (Goedkoop et al., 1999; Tan, 2010), called 

a Product Service System (PSS) (Mont, 2002; Tukker, 2004). According to Akasaka et 

al. (2012) a broader range of knowledge is required to provide a PSS compared to a 

traditional product design.  

Several researchers opines that an important part of a successful PSS is value creation 

(Goedkoop, 1999; Sakao et al., 2012; Tukker et al., 2006). By meeting customer needs in 

a flexible and differentiated way a PSS can be provided to increase the value of customers  

(Kimita et al., 2009b). To meet customer demands and get customer attention, importance 

and satisfaction is key (Kimita et al., 2009a). Those aspects can be used to evaluate 

opportunity which can provide guidelines for further concepts (Ulwick, 2002). 

So far, research regarding value creation in PSS has mostly attended to customer value  

(Matschewsky et al., 2015) and not as much provider value. Yet it exists research 

regarding value for providers and Matschewsky describes how a provider can explore 

more alternatives for revenue than only in the selling moment of a product by expanding 

the ownership (Matschewsky, 2016). Matschewsky et al. (2015) describes a method for 

exploring provider value and claims that there are several types of provider value: 

Environmental, customer relations, information, infrastructure, time to market and 

monetary value. The authors claim that it is important to take various kinds of provider 

value into account in order to understand which benefits can be achieved by PSS. 

The most commonly accepted definition of sustainability is described in the Bruntland 

Commission (Geissdoerfer et al., 2017) as “development that meets the needs of the 

present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” 

(World Commission on Environment and Development, 1987). To pursue sustainability 

the industry needs to follow and Tan (2010) claims that according to The World Business 

Council for Sustainable Development, a total life cycle perspective is crucial to consider 

in order to maintain a sustainable (WBCSD, 2001) and environmentally friendly activity 

as a production company. Matschewsky (2016) explains further that a life cycle 

perspective is necessary, even critical, to design efficiently and attend high value for both 

provider and customer when providing a PSS.  

1.3 Aim 

The aim of this thesis is to investigate how circular economy-based offerings, more 

specifically, PSS, can be a mean for increased value creation and decreased 

environmental impact. To do so, a company providing fire extinguishers, acts as an 

example. 

The suggestion shall encourage resource efficiency and a decreased environmental impact 

considering the entire life cycle of the solution which in turn intends to contribute to an 

environmentally sustainable future. The solution aims to make business sense to the 

provider, customers and users and shall generate relevant value to all. To find answers for 

this aim, four research questions is formulated. 
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1.4 Research question 

Below are the four research questions together with a further explanation. 

RQ1. What is the present solution’s environmental impact? 

Answering RQ1 is highly relevant in order to evaluate the result of this thesis. Assessing 

the environmental impact of the existing solution’s life cycle is essential to evaluate the 

suggested improvements in order to argue if the suggestion has a successful outcome or 

not. 

RQ2. What improvement opportunities can be extracted from customers' and 

providers' obtained values of the present solution?  

When designing a PSS, value creation is central (Kimita, 2009b). By investigating 

customer and provider value and translate those into opportunities a holistic view of 

different kinds of value can be extracted. The result work as a structured and relatively 

wide base for further concept development.  

RQ3. How can the present solution’s business model be improved to become more 

resource efficient, circular, environmentally friendly and value creating? 

This question represents a phase later into the process. The aim is to find suggestions that 

can make sense to the current state of the business and inspire the company to strive 

towards a resource efficient offering. The result shall be one or several well-motivated 

suggested solutions that are based on previous research in this thesis.  

RQ4. What makes a circular solution sustainable and implementable?  

This last question aims to evaluate, reflect on and discuss which factors could contribute 

to success and which can cause a negative effect in the sense of applicability and 

sustainability issues when it comes to PSS. 

1.5 Scope and delimitation 

The scope of this thesis includes the 6 kg powder fire extinguishers sold by the case 

company through its own brand and external retailers. The study includes investigation 

and evaluation of the solution’s supply chain in a life cycle perspective from extraction 

of material to finished product, end user usage and end of life at the recycling station.  

Fire extinguisher manufacturing is regulated by the European standard SS-EN3, a 

standard regulating the construction and function of fire extinguishers (Dafo Brand AB, 

2002). In addition, the Swedish Standards Institute (2001) issues a standard for 

maintenance and refilling, which is for all types of fire extinguishers in any area of use. 

Considering this and that the company has its production located in China the physical 

design is difficult to change. Therefore, the focus is in the end phases of the solution, such 

as end of life systems.  

When performing life cycle assessments (LCA), data is gathered from different sources. 

Due to a short timeframe, a lot of the data is collected through sources that are similar to 

the company’s processes. This means that the result of the LCA is not completely 

mirroring the solution’s real situation but is a simplified version of it. This should not, 

however, affect the comparison of the current offering and the new suggested one 

significantly since the production of the solution and the end of life will be unchanged.  
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The study aims to result in suggestions, which should make business sense to the case 

company. This is done by a simple calculation of costs, which is based on actors’ 

estimations of prices, and costs. The sources will not be investigated and verified deeply 

due to a short timeframe. 
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2 Theoretical framework 

The thesis focuses on taking a circular service-approach of the business of selling fire 

extinguishers. The following theoretical areas is being further investigated. 

2.1 Life cycle assessment 

A Life cycle assessment (LCA) evaluates the environmental impact of a products life 

cycle, from the mining of raw materials to the end of life treatment (Finnveden et al., 

2009; ISO, 1997). The assessment and the evaluation can be made to e.g. reduce the 

impacts related to manufacturing and consumption which the European Committee of 

Standardization (1997) describes in general. The investigation of the life cycle of a 

product or service is important when increase resource efficiency and finding solutions 

towards a circular economy (see 2.2) (Soo et al., 2019). An LCA is made in several steps 

including compiling an inventory of inputs and outputs e.g. resources, energy and 

contaminations during a products life cycle. The environmental impacts are estimated and 

evaluated, and the results are interpreted in accordance to the objectives of the assessment 

(ISO, 1997). 

2.1.1 Basic terms and descriptions 

Functional unit: The standard ISO 14040 (ISO, 1997) defines “Functional unit” as “…a 

measure of the performance of the functional outputs of the product system” and its 

purpose is “to provide a reference to which the inputs and outputs are related… [and] …to 

ensure comparability of LCA results.” The comparability is crucial when different 

systems are being compared to ensure that it is made on a common basis (ISO, 1997), 

otherwise the outcome might differ (European Union, 2010; Hischier et al., 2003). The 

functional unit is based on the function, or performance characteristics, of the investigated 

product/service (ISO, 1998) and should include both qualitative and quantitative aspects 

of the function (European Commission, 2010). Also, it has to be defined considering the 

goal and scope of the study to make the study relevant and consistent (ISO, 1998).  

One of the difficulties when identifying a functional unit is to prioritise and evaluate the 

functions of the process that is observed (Hischier, 2003). For example, a process with 

the main function to transport people could have sub-functions such as comfort or speed. 

If the functional unit is not reflected in a clear goal and scope, the risk of it not being 

comparable is high (Hischier, 2003). Especially in services this is a problem where soft 

elements are provided in many cases, which are hard to reflect in a measurable functional 

unit (Goedkoop, 1999). 

Sub optimisations and system boundaries: Sub optimisation is “solving a small 

problem that doesn’t make a difference in the larger whole”, as is to find small solutions 

instead of focus the energy into the real problem and attend to it in a holistic manner  

(Pargman et al., 2016). For example, lowering environmental impact in one phase which 

leads to higher environmental impact in another phase and thus does not change the larger 

whole. 

The system boundaries define what processes and elementary flows to include in the study 

for it to be consistent with the goal and scope (ISO, 1998). The system boundaries also 
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describe the level of detail of the LCA. There are several different types of system 

boundaries which is described by Baumann et al. (2004). This could be examples such as 

boundaries in relation to natural systems which describes the line between natural 

systems and technical systems, where the flowchart of the described system should start 

and end. The geographical boundaries, which attends to the fact that there is a distinction 

of how processes are carried out depending on location in the world and boundaries 

within the technical system which is set to decide if, for example, the lifecycles of the 

machines used during processes should be considered or not. It is often helpful to draw a 

flowchart of the processes to gain a better understanding of relevant system boundaries 

(ISO, 1998). 

Allocation problems: Allocation problems are commonly related to LCA. This is due to 

that a process often results in more than one product (Baumann, 2004). The difficulty is 

to decide what part of the process belongs to which product or outcome. One example of 

this is material that is part of more than one life cycle when recycled.  

There is in general two different ways of managing an allocation problem: one is 

partitioning methods and the other is system expansion or also called substitution method 

(Baumann, 2004; Cherubini et al., 2011; Finnveden, 2009). Partitioning is about assigning 

different parts of the system with different sources of impact to the extent possible. 

Another way is to expand the system boundaries to include more processes to be able to 

take relevant actions/processes (Baumann, 2004). Reap et al. (2008) describes the general 

recommendation of how allocation procedures should use allocation criteria in the 

following order: physical properties (such as mass), economic value, or the number of 

times recycled material has been used.  

Reference flow: For each product system being assessed, the reference flow needs to be 

defined (ISO, 1998). It must include the type and quantity of materials and energy linked 

to the functional unit and the number of times materials must be replaced during the 

analysis lifetime (Cooper, 2003). 

2.1.2 Different kinds of methodology 

The methodology for assessing products/services has to differ depending on the 

individual study in order to provide a result that reflects the intended focus (Ekvall et al., 

2005). Examples of different focuses could be identification of improvement possibilities, 

decision-making, choice of environmental performance indicators and market claims 

(ISO, 1997). According to Tillman there are two different types of LCA methodology; 

retrospective and prospective (A. M. Tillman, 2000). Retrospective LCA is used for 

mapping all environmentally relevant physical flows of a product or a service to provide 

a description of its current state while prospective LCA aims to describe how 

environmentally flows could possibly change if decisions and changes are made (A. M. 

Tillman, 2000).  

The two types of LCAs differs by e.g. the kind of data used. In retrospective LCA, average 

data is often used which is the average environmental burdens for a product/service when 

producing a unit in the system (A. M. Tillman, 2000). Marginal data is used when 

propriate in a prospective LCA to represent the effects of a small change in the product 

when the difference in environmental burdens of the system should be presented 

(Finnveden, 2009).  
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2.1.3 The process 

A Life Cycle Assessment is performed in four different phases or steps. Goal and scope 

definition, Inventory analysis, Impact assessment and Interpretation, see (Figure 1) 

followed by an elaboration of the phases. Performing an LCA is an iterative process which 

requires reflection and refining throughout the process (ISO, 1998). 

 

Figure 1 – Life cycle assessment framework based on the ISO 14040 standard 

Phase 1. Goal and scope definition: The first phase of the LCA is to clarifying the 

purpose and the content of the study by stating the intended application of the study, a 

description of the problem formulation, the reason for carrying it out and to whom the 

result is intended (ISO, 1997). The scope should include, for example, functional unit, 

system boundaries, which type(s) of environmental impacts being considered and the 

level of details for the study (Baumann, 2004). 

Phase 2. Inventory analysis: The second phase of a life cycle assessment is building a 

system model that is based on the decided goal and scope section (Baumann, 2004). 

Often, a flowchart is constructed to easier identify the different activities and resources 

used in the process and also to include the flows between these activities (Baumann, 

2004). Only factors that can impact the environmental burden, i.e. only harmful emissions 

and substances, are considered (ISO, 1998). Data is collected for all the activities and 

included is also validation of data, relating data to functional unit and refine the system 

boundaries (Baumann, 2004). In this phase, allocation problems often occur which is 

important to take in account (Reap, 2008). 

Phase 3. Impact assessment: The purpose of the third phase is to transform collected 

data into information about environmental impact of the products life cycle stages in a 

more clear way (Baumann, 2004). This phase includes three elements: classification 

(assigning the inventory data to different kind of environmental impact), characterization 

(calculates the relative contribution of different emissions and actions into different kinds 

of environmental impact) and weighing (aggregating the result into specific cases) (ISO, 

1997).  

Phase 4. Interpretation: The final phase, the interpretation, investigates conclusions and 

present recommendations for the study (ISO, 2000). In this phase both the inventory 

Goal and scope
definition

Inventory
analysis

Impact
assessment

Interpretation

Direct application:
o Product development

and improvement
o Strategic planning
o Public policy making
o Marketing
o Other
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analysis and the impact assessment are summarised and analysed while considering the 

goal and scope definition to get discussions and conclusions that are relevant (ISO, 2000). 

Figure 2 illustrates how all previous phases are interpreted iteratively to consider the goal 

and scope and by that increase the possibility of a reliable result.  

 

Figure 2 – Description of how the interpretation phase is combined with the different 

phases of an LCA. Visualisation inspired by the ISO14043 standard 

Baumann et al. (2004) mentions that it is not uncommon that the result of an LCA is 

surprising and therefore goes beyond the goal and scope definition. On such occasions, 

the same authors continue, it is important to keep in mind that the LCA process is iterative 

and that it is sometimes unavoidable to change the goal and scope even in a late state of 

the process. Surprising results could be a source of learning and to discover new problems 

and solutions. 

2.1.4 Determining the significant issues from Life cycle 

assessment results 

The result from the life cycle inventory (LCI) phase or life cycle impact assessment 

(LCIA) phase is used to determine the significant issues (ISO, 2000). This is depending 

on approach or method used, and can therefore measure either impact categories or 

inventory data categories (ISO, 2000). 

One method is EPD 2013, which helps calculate the impact categories for the type III 

declaration, Environmental Product Declaration (EPD International AB, 2019). A 

Environmental Product Declaration is a transparent and verified document made by a 

third part company that shows information about the environmental impact of a product 

(EPD International AB, 2019). The method EPD 2013 includes following categories: 

Acidification potential, Eutrophication potential, Global warming potential, 

Photochemical oxidant creation potential, Ozone-depleting gases, Abiotic resources 

depletion and Abiotic depletion. The method does not use any normalization or weighting, 

hence do not compare environmental impact between different impact categories. 
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2.2 Circular Economy 

Circular Economy is a concept that has gained greater spread both academically and 

industrially and is something applied in organisations, nations and other co-operations 

around the globe (Geissdoerfer, 2017) .  

The main goal of Circular Economy is to maintain value of resources as long as possible 

(European Commission, 2016). An accompanying advantage to this is the reduced use of 

toxic chemicals which adversely affects reuse and therefore is excluded in a greater 

extend (EM Foundation, 2013). Figure 3 is a commonly used visualization of how circular 

economy could work. This picture displays how all resources are being part of a system 

which leaves as little as possible to waste and tries to reintroduce as much resources as 

possible into the biosphere. A commonly used definition of circular economy which 

derives from the Ellen McArthur Foundation, describes circular economy as “an 

industrial economy that is restorative by intention and design” (EM Foundation, 2013, p. 

14; Geissdoerfer, 2017).  

 

Figure 3 – The circular economy system diagram (Ellen McArthur Foundation, 2017)  

There is a difference between consumable and durable components in a Circular 

Economy context compared to a traditional production in a linear economy (EM 

Foundation, 2013). Consumable components should consist of only material that can be 

returned to the biosphere without major pre-actions. Durable components, such as 
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products made of metal, should be designed for reuse since they cannot be direct returned 

to the biosphere (EM Foundation, 2013).  

Several industries and companies have discovered the financial benefits of Circular 

Economy (EM Foundation, 2013). Lacy and Rutqvist (2015) describes a great revolution 

and opportunity for those companies who embraces Circular Economy. By combining 

innovation, Circular Economy and digital revolution, Lacy and Rutqvist continues 

expressing the value of what was before considered waste but should be extracted and 

become profit. The use of the resources of the globe can be more effective and thereby 

gain sustainability at many levels. 

2.2.1 Principles of Circular Economy 

According to Ghisellini et al. (2016), the most common principle for Circular Economy 

are the “3R” principle – Reduce, Reuse and Recycle.  

Reduce refers to an optimization and minimizing of the input resources. By develop a 

more efficient production process, raw material, energy and waste could be used less 

which have a positive impact of the environmental burden but also might bring economic 

(Lacy & Rutqvist, 2015) and social value (Ghisellini et al., 2016).  

According to the European Parliament directive regarding waste and repealing certain 

directives (European Union, 2008), Reuse is defined as “any operation by which products 

or components that are not waste are used again for the same purpose for which they were 

conceived”. Reusing resources is beneficial because of the reduction of several aspects 

such as energy, hours of labour and material costs. Those would be needed in a greater 

extent in manufacturing of new components or even recycling (Ghisellini, 2016). 

Recycle is described by the European Union (2008) as “any recovery operation by which 

waste materials are reprocessed into products, materials or substances whether for the 

original or other purposes. It includes the reprocessing of organic material but does not 

include energy recovery and the reprocessing into materials that are to be used as fuels or 

for backfilling operations”. Recycling is the least profitable action compared to Reduction 

and Reuse in a both financial and environmental aspect. If a society can recycle all its 

waste, there is no longer an incentive to reduce waste from the beginning, which could 

pose a risk for resource depletion.  

The Ellen MacArthur foundation (2013) describes similar principles as those above. 

According to the report, there are five principles: 

 Design out waste – The circular economy model aims to “design out” waste from 
a products life cycle. Waste do not exist in a Circular Economy because the 

product should be design in such way that allows it to be disassembled and reused 

when it no longer serves its current purpose. 

 Build resilience through diversity – The world and the systems that are a part of 

our common time is developing in a great pace. Therefore, it is advantageous to 

develop resilient and adaptive solutions that can build a diverse system which is 

changeable when the world is changing.  

 Rely on energy from renewable sources – A circular economy is striving for 
renewable energy sources. 

 Think in ‘systems’ – To maintain a flow over time and include different 
important components that are needed to extract value from all resources in a 

Circular Economy, it is crucial to think in systems. The ability to understand the 
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interactions between different components in a system and how they influence 

each other is a big part of succeeding. 

 Waste is food – Circular Economy aims for reintroducing consumables into the 

biosphere. When it comes to consumables associated to the technical biosphere, 

it is due to the core of Circular Economy to extract all possible useful material and 

thereafter reintroducing all possible nutrients into the biosphere. 

2.3 Product-Service Systems in a circular economy 
context 

Circular economy is often linked to the performance economy, where goods are sold as 

services (Kjaer et al., 2019). The idea of transitioning towards the use of “a mix of 

tangible products and intangible services designed and combined so that they jointly are 

capable of fulfilling final customer needs” (Tukker, 2006) is the core of the product-

service system (PSS) concept (Kjaer, 2019). 

PSS is often mentioned as a way of realising circular economy (Kjaer, 2019). However, 

this is not always the case, which several authors have highlighted (Kanda et al., 2018; 

Kjaer, 2019; Mont, 2002; Tukker, 2015). Only certain PSS business model archetypes 

brings the potential of increased resource efficiency (Matschewsky, 2019), which is why 

some researchers focus on highly integrated PSS when discussing its benefits for the 

environment (Matschewsky, 2016, 2019; Miller et al., 2014).  

The most common description of PSS (Tukker, 2015) consists of three characterized types 

(Tukker, 2004) (see Figure 4): 

 Product-oriented: Product are sold to customers in a traditional fashion, but some 

additional services are added like consultancy or maintenance.  

 Use-oriented: Business still circulates the product but the selling is geared 

towards selling the function, usually through leasing or renting, the ownership of 

the product remains at the company. 

 Result-oriented: The business model is based on selling a result. The offering is 

close to a pure service, with no predetermine product involved.  

 

Figure 4 – Showing the main three classifications of PSS, visualization inspired by Tukker 

(2004) 

The term “Highly integrated Product-Service System” refers to result-oriented and use-

oriented PSS with high provider involvement throughout the whole life-cycle 

(Matschewsky, 2016, 2019; Miller, 2014). This may be indicated by the ownership 

structures of an offering and its end-of-life activities through the provider (Matschewsky, 
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2016). Hence is most of the environmental benefits connected to the highly integrated 

PSS, where responsibility and ownership mostly lays on the provider.  

2.3.1 Enablers for a resource reducing Product-Service 

System through Circular economy 

In their paper regarding the decoupling of economic growth from resource consumption, 

Kjaer et al. (2019) finds five PSS strategies: Operational support, Product maintenance, 

Product sharing, Take-back/End of Life (EoL) management and Optimized result with the 

potential to enable absolute resource decoupling. To link these to the strategies for 

circular economy, Kjaer et al. (2019) extracted four PSS enablers of resource reduction 

from the discussing literature. The strategies with their connected enabler(s) are compiled 

in Table 1.  

Table 1 – Product-Service system strategies with the corresponding enabler(s) and 

suitable Product-Service system type (Kjaer, 2019) 

PSS strategy [Type of PSS] PSS enabler of resource reduction 

Operational support (e.g., performance monitoring, training of 

customer personnel)  
[Product-oriented, use-oriented, result-oriented] 

(1) Operational efficiency 

 

Product maintenance (including repair, upgrades, etc.) 
[Product-oriented, use-oriented, result-oriented] 

(1) Operational efficiency 

(2) Product longevity 

Product sharing 
[Use-oriented, result-oriented] 

(3) Intensified product usage 

(4) Product system substitutions 

Take-back/EoL management (for reuse, remanufacturing, 
refurbishing, recycling, etc.) 
[Product-oriented, use-oriented, result-oriented] 

(2) Product longevity 

(4) Product system substitutions 

Optimised result (e.g., substitute physical transport with 
videoconference services) 
[Result-oriented] 

(4) Product system substitutions 

 

Three distinct resource reduction aims are derived from the resource enablers. The PSS 

strategy is linked to the resource reduction aims to qualify it as a CE strategy. The three 

aims are following: 

 “Reduce the need for resources during product use” 

 “Reduce the need for producing the product” 

 “Displace more resource intensive systems” 

The aim of the paper is to reach absolute decoupling, where Kjaer et al. (2019) question 

the ability of PSS and CE to do so. However, through connecting the proposed CE 

business action of “offering products a service” to discussed PSS strategies, a bridge 

between business and CE is built. Kjaer et al. (2019) propose their framework to be an 

approach for companies when analysing alternative PSS strategies, working towards an 

absolute decoupling.  

From the limitations of CE and PSS, Kjaer et al. (2019) extracted three requirements to 

consider when trying to reach absolute resource decoupling: 

 Ensure net resource reduction 

 Avoid burden shifting between life cycle stages 

 Mitigate rebound effect 
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These requirements should be used when proposing a PSS to avoid sub-optimised 

solutions, but can also be used as a checklist for opposing the claims that CE strategies 

are in itself more environmentally beneficial than linear models.  

2.3.2 Benefits and challenges of Product-Service Systems 

Due to the potential of improving resource efficiency and decoupling value from the sale 

of physical products, PSS is often recognised as a promising approach to increase the 

sustainability performance of a traditional product sale (Kjaer, 2019). The resource 

efficient promise comes from the potential of intensifying product use and decoupling 

profitability from volume sale (Miller, 2014).  

Already early in the field of PSS, its potential environmental benefits is mentioned 

(Goedkoop, 1999). Goedkoop (1999) describes the unlinking potential of PSS, referring 

to decoupling of environmental burden and economic growth. By having the potential to 

decrease the total amount of products being produced through alternative business models 

(renting, leasing, sharing etc.) (Mont, 2002), which makes it possible to do more with less 

resources without value being lost. The resource efficiency promise comes from the 

potential of intensifying product use or decoupling volume sale with profitability (Miller, 

2014), thus decoupling environmental impacts from economic growth. This generally 

relates to the implementation of highly integrated PSS, promoting the producers to keep 

most of the ownership and control, and encourages them to take back used products to 

remanufacture or refurbish them (Matschewsky, 2016). 

Mont (2002) clearly emphasises how the minimisation of environmental burden is “a 

paramount goal of Product-Service Systems”. The author presents the importance of 

closing material cycles, reducing consumption through alternative product use, increasing 

overall resource productivity and dematerialisation. Together with providing system 

solutions and improving resource and functional efficiency, a successful PSS is possible. 

Thus, can PSS make it possible to change the material intensive consumption of the 

traditional sale, fulfilling customers’ needs with dematerialised product and service 

combinations (Mont, 2002). Even though the majority of the research done on PSS 

emphasises the environmental benefits (Lindahl, Sundin, et al., 2014; Tukker, 2015), are 

the concepts increasingly seen as business strategies (Kjaer, 2019). During the fields 

expansion these last years has the focus shifted from sustainability to improvement of 

competitiveness (Kjaer et al., 2016). The concept unlocks a strengthen position on the 

market and can create a competitive advantage in comparison to the traditional sale 

(Kjaer, 2019) by revolving around the customer and find multiple ways to create value.  

Even though there are several potential benefits when transitioning towards a PSS based 

business, the progress is not without challenges. When researching the “challenges in 

transforming manufacturing organisations into product-service providers”, Martinez et al. 

(2010) found five distinct categories of challenges. (1) Embedded product-service culture 

highlights the importance of changing the organisational culture to resonate with the 

Product-service mindset. An example can be the move from transaction-based to 

relationship-based value creation. (2) Delivery of integrated offering is about the increase 

of customer touch-points when the company offers an integrated solution. This means 

that a broader range of personnel are being exposed to the customer than previously. 

There is also a tendency to focus on the product instead of the integrated offering. (3) 

Internal processes and capabilities which is about the working structure within the 

company. When transitioning there might be a gap in existing competences or lack of 

infrastructure adjusted for a Product-Service development. In some cases, the used 
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metrics and tools for the product development is not aligned with the new integrated 

offering. This category is also stressed by Matschewsky (2016), pointing out that over-

the-wall struggles between product and service departments happens when a transitioning 

company stays focused on the product development instead of an integrated offering. 

The forth category found by Martinez (2010), is (4) Strategic Alignment which refers to 

the alignment of mindset and understanding towards service provision. Last is (5) 

Supplier relationships, which needs to be a foundation when becoming a product-service 

provider. A product-service provider should have a different degree of insight into the 

problems and applications of their customers, which requires a greater degree of 

cooperation with their supporting network. 

In some cases, the problem lays in the research itself. Tukker et al. (2006) write that the 

PSS-community sometimes are so blinded by the promised sustainable solution that 

issues with consumer acceptance and regular business sense is left behind. Additionally 

Tukker et al. (2006) point out how PSS often try to solve sustainability issues by solely 

making changes in the business-client interactions throughout the value-chain, in an 

existing market context. This means that the underlying assumption is to make radical 

sustainability changes by using untapped potential for an environmental/social/economic 

win-win, which, probably, is not always possible.  

Tukker et al. (2006) continues that radical system innovation, which typically is the nature 

of highly integrated PSS, will in most cases encounter opposition by the existing or 

dominating socio-technical system. Their conclusion is that a business model has to fit its 

specific context. The most radical innovations might even require a change in context, 

hence cannot be realised by asking a company to change its business model alone, 

highlighting the problems of applying radical system innovation, which highly integrated 

PSS typically is, without the full contextual picture.  

Further, not only implementation challenges occur in the context of PSS. Rebound effects 

in relation to PSS is well known (Kjaer, 2016) and has been mentioned since the early 

days of the field (Goedkoop, 1999). The basis is a change in user behaviour which devours 

gained resource efficiency (Goedkoop, 1999) but has since then been connected to 

different effects, categorised as direct and indirect rebound effects (Hertwich, 2005). 

Examples of rebound effects is: The substitution effect, The income effect and Secondary 

effect (Hertwich, 2005).  

2.3.3 Remanufacturing 

Even though remanufacturing is not new, the coupling with PSS is (Sundin et al., 2005). 

The phenomenon can be defined as the process of rebuilding a product by cleaning and 

replacing components, reassembling the product and test it to ensure meeting or 

exceeding of the standard of a newly manufactured product (Sundin, 2005). When 

researching the environmental and economic benefits of PSS, Lindahl, Sundin et al. 

(2014) used three cases to quantify potential benefits of a PSS. One of the case companies 

used remanufacturing to lengthen the technical and economic lifespan of their product. 

The remanufacturing process generated costs which the company worked to minimise, 

making organisational changes generating several design improvements and later 

environmental and economic benefits (Lindahl, 2014). Sundin et al. (2005) found that the 

process of manufacturing can be simplified to a generic process consisting of seven steps: 

Inspection, Cleaning, Disassembly, Repair, Testing, Reassembly and Storage. The order 

of these steps depends of the product and the company, different companies use different 
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remanufacturing strategies depending on the characteristics of their business (Sundin, 

2005). Sundin et al. (2005) continues pointing out different product properties which 

would be preferable for a product when remanufacturing it. The properties differ between 

each step, but can be summarised to: Ease of identification, Ease of verification, Ease of 

access, Ease of handling, Ease of separation and Wear resistance.  

2.4 Product development with a life cycle perspective 

When developing products, it is important to use a holistic perspective and reflect on the 

products life cycle and environmental considerations in an early stage of the process 

(Baumann, 2004). This can be achieved by choosing materials and processes with low 

environmental impact, where LCA is used to keep a holistic perspective throughout the 

process (Baumann, 2004). Material and design could also be chosen to make the product 

easily recyclable.  

In the beginning of a product development process there are a higher level of freedom for 

design decisions and actions as the changes are getting more and more expensive and 

time inefficient longer into the process, described as the design paradox (see Figure 5) 

(Lindahl, 2005). Further, when offering an integrated product service system, it is crucial 

to plan for the entire life cycle. This is because of the risks of changes during the use of 

an offering and the importance to secure the possibility of maintaining value for the 

customer/user (Matschewsky, 2016). Product Service Systems creates the opportunity to 

find sources of revenue throughout a product/services life time (Matschewsky, 2016). 

However, the provider risks to lose profit over time due to changing parameters such as 

changing preferences within customers etc and the income is not secured as it is in 

traditional product sales (Matschewsky, 2016). Therefore, it is highly important to 

prioritise the planning phase of the product development process so that unpredictable 

obstacles in the future can be avoided in an efficient way (Matschewsky, 2016). 

 

Figure 5 – A visualisation of the Design paradox showing the relationship between 

Freedom of action, Product knowledge and Modification cost (Lindahl, 2005). 
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2.5 Provider value 

Value is a considerable part of a PSS (Mont, 2002; Tukker, 2004) but has historically 

been focused at the value creation to fulfil customer needs and not the values that can be 

extracted to gain the provider (Bertoni et al., 2017; Matschewsky, 2016). Unlike a more 

traditional product sale when the value for the provider occurs in the moment of selling a 

product, provider value in a PSS can be extracted throughout the lifecycle (Grönroos et 

al., 2013). Grönroos et al (2013) describes the importance of co-creation of value between 

customer and provider and how this can be achieved if the provider is involved in the 

customer usage phase of a product/service.  

The transition towards more service-dominant offerings has triggered research about 

value creation and how to measure the opportunities that can emerge from value creation 

(Bertoni, 2017). Compared to customer value, there is less research made on how 

providers can attain value (Matschewsky, 2015). One example of recent research is 

Matschewsky et al. (2018) that suggests an approach regarding how to “analyse and 

enhance PSS provider’s value capture throughout the life cycle”. The article is partly 

processing a method called ProVa which helps to evaluate the provider value in a product-

service system during the development process (Matschewsky, 2015). In the method, six 

different types of provider value are presented: 

 Environment – Since PSS emerged from and often is contributing to 
environmental sustainability (de Jesus Pacheco et al., 2019), provider value can 

be created in an environmentally efficient way. Also, having knowledge of 

emerging and stricter environmental laws could give an advantage compared to 

competitors.  

 Customer relations – Maintain good relationships with customers is critical in 
the service business (Sakao et al., 2008). Services can contribute to longer 

customer relations and a frequent contact which could give useful information.  

 Information – Information about the provided PSS can be indicators useful for 

the development process. When providing a PSS, there are often a network of 

actors involved (Tan, 2010). Therefore, it is important that the information is not 

only from the customers but also from other stakeholders involved in the offering.  

 Infrastructure – This describes the value of using already existing facilities and 
networks since it is not always possible for a company to build new. Infrastructure 

refers to physical matters such as service facilities, networks or support centres.  

 Time to market – By shortening the time-to-market it gets easier to support and 

solve customer issues when they occur and the chance of delivering what is 

expected is increasing.  

 Monetary value – Refers to revenues and costs during a PSS lifetime.  

If the non-monetary value is discovered in an early phase of the development of the PSS, 

research show that it can be beneficial in the long term (Matschewsky, 2016). 

2.6 Extracting and calculating Customer Opportunity 

According to Ulwick (2002), product developers should not trust customers’ ability to 

know exactly what they want or need. Instead, it is relevant to ask what they would wish 

a product or service to do for them. The solution should be up to a R&D department or 
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other experts in the area of product developing. The methodology developed by Ulwick 

(2002) is outcome-based (not solution-based) and consist of five steps: 

1. Plan outcome-based customer interviews – One important aspect in order to get 

a successful outcome-based result from interviews is to investigate the process of 

which the customer is using the product today. When the process is mapped, the 

interviewees will be chosen carefully. By asking a too wide group of people can 

result in extraneous information that will not be useful but rather deceptive. The 

customer should have direct contact of the usage of the product and be well aware 

of the process. It is also important to choose customer that have different using 

pattern and a wide diversity of way of using the product. 

2. Capture desired outcomes – During interviews with customers, the moderator’s 

role is to steer the interviewee into relevant context. The risk of solution-based 

answers could be minimised if the moderator is able to identify the underlying 

outcomes by asking the right following up questions. For example, a customer can 

describe an improvement as “more colourful” or “bigger” which could be 

solutions. The real outcome, however, might be that they want a specific product 

to be more visible and easier to spot which could be achieved in other ways. 

3. Organize the outcomes – When the interviews are done and all outcomes are 

noted, the different outcomes are sorted to the right part of the process. This makes 

a comprehensive list that can express how the customers measure value.  

4. Rate outcomes for importance and satisfaction – The categorised outcomes that 

have been conducted are now to be ranked by different customer. This is done by 

a quantitative survey, which asks for the rating for importance and the degree to 

which the outcome is currently satisfied. Then, a mathematical formula is used to 

get the relative attractiveness of the opportunities.  

The mathematical formula is based on research saying that the best opportunities 

is the ones that customers think is desired outcomes that is not fulfilled in the 

solutions existing today. The formula, which can be seen in Figure 6, reads: 

 

Figure 6 – The mathematic formula to discover opportunities 

If the value of satisfaction turns out to be higher than the importance for the same 

investigated opportunity, everything in the parenthesis will be zero. This is so the 

satisfaction does not detract from the importance. Therefore, it is crucial to ask 

customers the importance of each desired outcome and the degree to which it is 

currently satisfied which is later inserted in this formula and reveals a relative 

rating of opportunity. By using this formula, the risk of use a solution-based 

approach and the risk of simple guessing is avoided. 

5. Use the outcomes to jump-start innovation – The last step is to use the results 

to relevant actions. From the result from step 4, it is clear if some desired outcomes 

are already mainly satisfied by other products today, which can be a reason for 

not proceeding with that outcome. The outcomes can also be assisting when 

formulating concepts or doing a market segmentation. 

  

Importance + (Importance - Satisfaction) = Opportunity 
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3 Methodology 

3.1 Research strategy 

The aim of this thesis is to investigate how circular economy-based offerings, more 

specifically, PSS, can be a mean for increased value creation and decreased environmental 

impact. When implementing a circular economy concept to a company’s existing business 

model, the comprehension of the current business context is of great importance such as 

current values and current value creation within the firm. The strategy of this thesis is 

illustrated by using the double diamond diagram, Figure 7, which is a design process model 

developed by the British Design Council in 2005 (Design Council, 2005).  

The double diagram consists of two diamond shaped figures, each consisting of two 

phases. During the first diamond, or phase, the problem is defined and challenges are 

explored. The first diamond is hence used to get an understanding of contemporary 

context and more clearly define the problem before investigating a solution. During the 

second, ideas are generated and solutions are found.  

This research is based upon these phases with the initial research part investigating status 

quo, exploring contemporary and future opportunities and challenges. This is followed 

by the second part of the research where understandings and insights are gained and used 

when solving the problem, in this case decreasing the environmental burden of a fire 

extinguisher by applying circular economy. 

 

Figure 7 – The double diamond diagram (Balint et al., 2015) 

During the process, a range of both qualitative and quantitative methods are used in order 

to seek answers. This is related to a research strategy called mixed method research 

(Johnson et al., 2007). The use of mixed methods research give the research more 

credibility and a more contextual understanding of the problem (Bryman, 2006). By using 

both quantitative and qualitative approaches, the result can tell the researchers more than 

DISCOVER DEFINE DEVELOP DELIVER

Defining the right problem or 
opportunity - Explore challenges

Finding the right solution
- Generate ideas
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the individual results alone, for example by being complementary (Brannen, 2005). The 

results from a qualitative method could be used in a quantitative to elaborate the results 

and get a wider understanding (Brannen, 2005), which is useful when trying to understand 

the customers and learn which questions to ask. This is used when combining research 

approaches, using both a deductive and inductive approach (Saunders et al., 2009).  

When answering RQ4, the results of the literature study is used to declare guidance, 

taking both business sense and environmental burden into account. The answer of RQ3 

includes both a quantitative comparison, using results from RQ1 and comparing it to a 

new calculation of environmental burden, and the use of qualitative data of the case 

company gained from the initial research phases. The data needed to answer RQ2 is 

collected through qualitative methods in the initial research phases which is later 

translated into quantitative data to, through calculations, draw conclusions and 

assumptions on a bigger population. 

The use of PSS is to provide theoretical tools and understandings needed when 

implementing circular-based solutions in order to achieve the aim. Therefore, methods 

should be used and somehow support the process of developing a PSS. Tan (2010) states 

that the fundamentals of understanding a PSS is to look into the life phase systems, 

customer activities and the actor network (Tan, 2010). By investigating this, a company 

can find solutions for being more resource efficient and competitive. At the same time, 

Mont stresses that it is important to attend to the complete system and integrate different 

aspects into a system built upon quality of life of customer and minimizing environmental 

impact (Mont, 2002).  

3.2 Research process 

The research process is performed in several steps following the phases of the double 

diamond diagram to answer each research question and reach the aim of the research.  

Figure 8 shows a visual presentation of the process and the methods used in the research. 

In the first phase, research regarding the problem is made. This research is of exploratory 

nature (Hart, 2009), exploring how a circular approach would decrease the environmental 

burden of a fire extinguisher. According to Design Council (2005) this can be done 

through market- and user research and investigating the managing structures. To gain this 

knowledge, several interviews with employees at the case company are conducted. The 

collected data is analysed and translated into insights in the shape of, for example, 

visualisations to show the company structure and if there are any gaps in the data that 

needs to be filled.  

Data from the interviews is also interpreted into company characteristics to broaden the 

overview of the company. Besides information of the company and the expected problem, 

a deeper understanding of the problem’s context is needed, hence a literature study is 

carried out in the second phase.  

The literature study helps to answer RQ2 and RQ3 together with user perspectives in 

order to make the result more relevant to the current situation. The user perspectives 

gained through qualitative interviews of people on the streets of Linköping, Sweden. The 

answers are later translated into a survey to gain quantitative data of customer satisfaction 
and the need of improvements. An opportunity algorithm calculates and quantifies the 

answers and shows the opportunity value of different areas, answering RQ2. Parallel to 
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this, an LCA is conducted to grasp the current environmental burden of the solution as a 

measurement used in the second part of the double diamond diagram. 

  

Figure 8 – Double Diamond Diagram with methods used in the research 

The second part of the double diamond diagram involves phase 3 and phase 4, where 

potential improved solutions are stated and further developed and validated (Balint, 

2015). To gather more insights of opportunities and obstacles when developing 

suggestions of improvements for the company, a workshop is carried out with six out of 

seven of the respondents of the interview. The result of the workshop together with 

previous insights then lies the ground of a proposed solution of making the current 

offering more circular. When the concepts are selected a second LCA is made to evaluate 

the improvement and discuss the results. 

3.3 Literature study 

A literature study is conducted during the greater parts of the process. The literature is 

composed of research from different areas that is relevant to this thesis. The study is 

conducted in a structured way by using an excel document for easier overview and by 

saving useful documents in a consistent way. The relevant literature that is found works 

as a foundation of this thesis and by that making the thesis academically reliable.  

One of the challenges when conducting a literature study is using relevant literature (Hart, 

2009). A way to do so is identifying core authors in the field (Hart, 2009), which is done 

in this research through reading a literature review of some topics. A literature review 

gives an overview of core authors and most cited articles, well as different viewpoints 

from different authors.  

Though, it is important to know that most cited work is not necessarily an indication of 

quality, but instead of frequency of use (Hart, 2018), which might speak for where the 

field are going with factors like definitions. Further, the literature search is conducted 

using the databases ScienceDirect, ResearchGate, IEE, LiUB Library Catalogue and 

BASE. To complement the search, Google and Google Scholar is used. Hence consists a 
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majority of the theoretical framework of scientific articles and peer-reviewed studies, and 

in some cases educational books and webpages.  

When searching for the different topics, different words are used to receive a mix of hits. 

In Table 2, used keywords are presented for the different topics researched.  

Table 2 – Presenting the keywords used when investigating different topics 

Topic Keywords 

Life Cycle Assessment LCA 
Life Cycle Assessment  
Functional unit 
Allocation problems 

Product-Service System Product-service systems 
PSS 

IPSO 
Integrated product-service system 
Product service development 
Combining product service 
Circular economy PSS 
Decoupling 

Circular Economy Circular economy 

Ellen McArthur Foundation 
Circular economy + PSS 

Customer and Provider Values Customer value + PSS 
Extracting customer value 
Provider value 
Provider value evaluation 

 

Another way of finding relevant and related material is through looking into the 

researches where core literature is cited (Hart, 2018) or investigating cited work in 

relevant literature. This is done in order to understand the field deeper and see different 

angles used. Literature, which is used to find further literature, is presented in Table 3.  

Table 3 – Literature which given additional references to this research 

Author(s) Title Year 

Tukker, A. Product services for a resource-efficient and circular economy – A 
review 

2015 

Lindahl, M. Sundin, 
E. Sakao, T. 

Environmental and economic benefits of Integrated Product Service 
Offerings quantified with real business cases 

2014 

Matschewsky, J. What’s in it for the provider? 2016 

 

A research on status quo is done as well, investigating the current competitors. This is 

investigated by using the search engine Google, searching with the words shown in Table 4. 
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Table 4 – Shows the area investigated and words used in the search engine when 

gathering information 

Area Used words 

Competitors within fire safety Fire extinguisher 
Brandsläckare 
Fire safety service 
brandservice 

Fire safety legislations ISO fire safety 

ISO brandsäkerhet 
Regulation fire extinguisher 
Reglering Brandsläckare 

3.4 Interviews 

To get an overview and gather information of the organization at the studied company, 

interviews with different co-workers is carried out. According to Irving Seidman (2013), 

the primary way of investigating an organisation is through the individual and interviews 

can work as a source to understand opinions and motivations and also to get information 

from experts (Van Boeijen et al., 2016).  

The interviews is planned as semi structured to achieve the opportunity to eliciting 

narrative data, still focusing on the relative topic related to the targeted issues 

(Alshenqeeti, 2014). By performing a semi- structured interview there is an extended 

chance of getting answers with greater depth (Alshenqeeti, 2014). Kvale argues that an 

interview is a conversation with the purpose to gather descriptions (Kvale, 1996).  

As Van Boeijen et al. (2016) describes, an excel document with research questions is 

constructed to make sure that all relevant topics are covered and from that, the questions 

are constructed. The questions for each respondent are in general the same with the 

purpose to identify relevant actors and processes and to learn more about the solution and 

how it is provided. This is to realise where opportunities to find and create value within 

the business and the provider. Lindahl, Sakao et al. (2014) describes the advantages of 

asking employees within different functions about the structure and ways of working 

because the answers often differs. Depending on the knowledge area the respondent 

holds, the questions are slightly differing. The purpose for each role that are interviewed 

can be viewed in Table 5. 

The respondents are chosen within the firm as people with knowledge of the production 

of the product, the refining of the solution (adding value), the selling of the solution and 

the logistics around it. It is in total seven interviews that is going to be conducted during 

two different occasions. The first six are conducted during a visit to the case company in 

an early stage of the project. The last interview, with the Product manager, is conducted 

a few weeks later via videocall with the purpose to fill in missing information and confirm 

the facts from the result from the previous interviews (Lindahl, 2014). All respondents 

can be viewed in Table 5.  

The time for the interviews is set to one hour accordingly to recommendations and the 

first questions is constructed to be easy to warm up and provide a safe environment for 

the respondents (Van Boeijen, 2016). The interviews are carried out with one of the 

respondents at the time in a quiet room. The interviewer is always providing a flow by 

asking relevant follow up questions to lead the respondent to what is interesting (Kvale, 

1996). All interviews are being voice recorded in order to gather all relevant information 

and be able to analyse it after the sessions. 
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Table 5 – Interviewees and the purpose of the specific interview 

Role Specific purpose for interview 

Product management 
coordinator 

To learn the product development process and the technical aspects behind 
the product. 

Brand manager To learn how the case company creates and adds value through the 
solution. 

Brand sales manager To learn which are the customers and how the relation to the customers 
are. How the solution is sold, which are the selling objectives? 

Supply Chain/Warehouse 
Manager 

To locate the supply chain and the actors involved in more detail. How the 
extinguishers are processed when they come to Mölndal and what actions 

are done in the warehouse facility today. 

Purchase, fire 
extinguishers 

To learn more about the process of buying the solution and the shipping 
both to the warehouse and to the retailers.  

Purchase, other safety 
equipment 

The same as above and see what the differences are between the different 
departments. 

Product manager The last interview which was carried out to fill in any missing information 
and to confirm the facts extracted from the previous interviews. 

 

After the conduction of the interviews are finished, transcripts are made of each interview 

to be sure that no important information should be wasted (Van Boeijen, 2016). The 

transcripts are relatively “quick and dirty” and holds the general and most relevant 

information from the interviews. From this, conclusions are drawn and summarised in an 

insight document.  

3.4.1 Result analysis 

The insight document mentioned above lies the foundation for, for example, the company 

characteristics 4.3, the provider value 6.4, and also visualization such as of the company 

structure 4.2.  

Extracting company characteristics 

When analysing the content of the performed interviews, SWOT analysis (Fahy et al., 

2015; Van Boeijen, 2016) is a great inspiration to describe company characteristics. 

However, the efficiency of a SWOT is depending on how accurate the data is collected 

(Van Boeijen, 2016). In this case, it is used as a tool to get a better understanding of the 

perceptions from the interviews, which means that a large part of the usability of a SWOT 

analysis is never used. All of the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats are 

extracted only from the interviews with the employees and none of them are verified with, 

for example, a competitor.  

Nevertheless the analysis of the interviews is inspired of a SWOT analysis in ways as for 

example that it should focus on relatively strengths and weaknesses compared to the 

competitors (Fahy, 2015). In a SWOT analysis, the strengths and weaknesses are 

considered internal and controllable while the opportunities and threats works as external 

factors that cannot be controlled by the company (Van Boeijen, 2016) and the same thing 

applies to the description of the company characteristics. The result from this can be 

viewed in 4.3.  

Visualizing the company structure 

By using information collected by the interviews, an actors map accordingly to Lindahl 

et al. (2014) is made. The visualisation is to help to provide an understanding of what is 

investigated, how a company is functioning and which information paths are used (Tan, 
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2010). The fact that PSS often are provided by a network of actors makes the interactions 

between different actors important to make the system efficient and profitable (Tan, 

2010).  

All actors are inserted in the map and assigned different colour depending if it is 

production-, customer- or sales related. To make it viewable, there are several lines that 

clarifies the brand department and the case company. All other actors are located outside 

these boundaries. Arrows are inserted that shows the flows of the product, services and 

different kinds of information flows. The difference between the 1st level information 

flow and the 2nd is that the 1st is direct related to the PSS and the providing of it and the 

2nd is indirect related to the providing of the PSS (Lindahl, 2014). The resolution of the 

map should be rather high to avoid the risk of excluding important actors (Lindahl, 2014). 

This map is then used as an overview which help to identify redundant and unnecessary 

parts of the IPSO/PSS which should be excluded (Lindahl, 2014). It also makes it easier 

to understand every different actors contribution to the system and through that create 

incentives for the different actors to be more cost efficient and at the same time be more 

resource efficient (Tan, 2010). The visualisation can be viewed in 4.2. 

3.5 Life Cycle Assessment 

During the project the method Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) is used for comparing the 

environmental impact of the current solution and the new, suggested solution.  

3.5.1 Goal and scope definition 

The goal of this Life Cycle Assessment is to analyse the environmental impact of a 6 kg 

fire extinguisher with respect to mainly Global Warming potential, but also Acidification 

potential, Eutrophication potential, Photochemical oxidant creation potential, Ozone-

depleting gases, Abiotic resources depletion and Abiotic depletion. When investigating 

environmental impact, an extended consideration across multiple environmental issues 

might be of importance to keep a transparent study and show potential trade-offs 

(Hischier, 2003). The purpose is to compare the results with a comparative LCA on an 

alternative solution in a circular context in order to determine how the alternative solution 

stands against the current. To make this possible, the functional unit is defined as 20 years 

of 6 kg available fire extinguishing powder.   

Figure 9 shows the investigated system, which includes raw material extraction without 

infrastructure to end of life treatment including allocated infrastructure. The accounted 

transportation system also includes allocated infrastructure. The research use emission 

data from the Ecoinvent version 3.3 dataset. 

The result of the assessment and the comparison of the two are to investigate the 

difference in environmental impact due to specific changes. Further, the result intends to 

assist the case company when making product development decisions.  
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Figure 9 – A flow chart over the included system in the LCA when analysing the current 

offering 

3.5.2 Inventory analysis 

A flowchart of the investigated processes is made to clarify system boundaries (Baumann, 

2004; ISO, 1998). This flowchart is showed in Appendix 1 – Flowchart LCA. To make it 

easy to understand the process and to know which data is needed to perform the inventory 

analysis, a document connected to the flowchart is created.  

Data about the solution is collected through interviews and supplementary emails with 

employees at the brand department, where some questions is forwarded to the 

manufacturer. The data consist of production processes, transportation distances and  

different components features (like weight, origin etc.). The data is inserted into SimaPro, 

a software used to conduct and analyse products, services and processes from a life-cycle 

perspective. Relevant processes are found in the database. When a process is missing a 

resembling process is used instead. When no or little transportation data is known the 

dataset “for market” is used, which contains a mean value for the transportation of a 

specific process from specified region. A similar approach is used when no data is gained 

about the origin of raw material. In those cases, a process containing a global average 

from extraction to processing of raw material is used. Occasionally geographical 

assumptions are used to estimate emissions of transportation, regional vary and energy 

usage.  

3.5.3 Impact assessment 

When analysing the Life cycle assessment, the EPD (2013) method is used. A 

Environmental Product Declaration (EPD) is a transparent and verified document made 

by a third part company that shows information about the environmental impact of a 

product or solution (EPD International AB, 2019). The method makes it easy to 

communicate the sustainability analysis with a good amount of detail  and is of midpoint 

character (PRé Sustainabilit, 2019). These features and the use of the method when 
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environmentally analysing products made investigating the environmental burden of a 

fire extinguisher. Analysing multiple impact categories increases the possibility to detect 

category shifting solutions and unexpected environmental burden.  

3.5.4 Interpretation 

Interpretations is made during the whole process to see the plausibility of gained results, 

comparing differences in the environmental impact before and after adding certain 

processes. Interpretations of result is made from characterised impact assessment of 

product life cycle as well as product production. Global warming potential (GWP) is 

investigated deeper and thus circulates interpretations primarily around CO2 emissions. 

3.6 Turning customer input into opportunities 

By establishing the method described (2.6) by Ulwick (2002) regarding turning customer 

input into opportunities, the users and their preferences is investigated. The process is 

divided into pre- during and post purchase accordingly to the method. A questionnaire is 

prepared with ten short questions which is focused on the wished outcome (not solutions). 

Those questions are sorted and matched with the different phases. The questionnaire is 

performed on the streets of Linköping City where there are a mix of people with different 

experience of a fire extinguisher. The questionnaire is to be seen in Appendix 2 – 

Questionnaire customer value (Swedish). 

The answers are translated into identified values. A quantitative survey is developed to 

rate importance and investigate to which degree the value is already fulfilled. The survey 

is made accordingly to Etikan (2017) who argues that expressions that is not measurable 

and questions that are easy to interpret differently for different respondents should be 

avoided. The goal of the survey is the relative importance and satisfaction of the different 

values in order to perform the method Ulwick (2002) is describing.  

Etika (2017) further explains the importance to describe the purpose and intention of the 

survey for the respondent in order to receive helpful answers. The questions should, 

according to Etika, be less than 13 words to make it easy for the respondent to 

understand the questions in a good way. People usually likes surveys and it is a quick 

and good way to collect data (Church et al., 2001). In this survey, the answering is set 

from 1 to 10 in order to further fit the method Ulwick describes. The survey can be 

viewed in Appendix 3 – Survey customer opportunity (Swedish). 

The analysis of this survey is carried through by processing the answers in Excel since it 

is exclusively numbers. The mean value of the satisfaction and improvement ratings are 

analysed and inserted into another excel sheet, constructed to calculate the opportunity 

through the opportunity algorithm (Ulwick, 2002). The outcome is analysed and 

interpreted.  

3.7 Workshop 

The workshop is planned to be performed in the later phase of the project and is the last 

structured way of information gathering before the suggested solution is designed. This 

is a way to benefit from the knowledge of a group of people in an efficient way 

(Mcfadzean et al., 2006). According to Mcfadzean et al. (2006), it is noted that a group 
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participating in a workshop that is led by a skilled facilitator has an advantage compared 

to other groups. In order to do this successfully, some planning should be carried through 

before the session and some concluding work should be managed afterwards (Steinert, 

1992). 

The participants that are chosen, are the employees who was interviewed in an earlier 

stage of the process. This group of people are interesting due to their knowledge they hold 

of the manufacturing and selling of the solution. Also, the insights they might possess of 

possibilities and obstacles of suggestions for new ways of providing their solution.  

The workshop is planned in accordance to Mcfadzean et al. (2006) and Steinert (1992) 

and the goal of the workshop is set as understanding the possibilities and obstacles, 

according to the people working with this solution every day, for a more circular approach 

of the business model. During the workshop, two tasks is planned to achieve the goal. 

The first task involves new ideas of how the case company can take back used or old fire 

extinguishers to refill them and reuse them. The aim is to produce a quantity of not yet 

developed ideas and discuss those together to further refining and developing using the 

competence in the room. The aim is to create a positive atmosphere that makes all 

participants willing to talk and express their thoughts. It also provides concepts to discuss 

during Task 2.  

The second task is to identify relevant potential obstacles when it comes to a business 

model that reuses fire extinguishers and find ways of handling those obstacles. Before the 

workshop, different scenarios are prepared by the authors of this thesis. The scenarios are 

designed to be simple to give the participants freedom to change it. Each scenario is based 

on a refilling of fire extinguishers according to the result of the first LCA which 

encourages a circulation of material. The opportunities, possibilities and obstacles 

occurring throughout those scenarios is discussed during the workshop to help achieving 

the goal of the workshop. The scenarios (S) are as follows: 

S1. A customer buys a fire extinguisher in a store. When the fire extinguisher is used 

or old, the customer returns the product to the store where it was purchased. The 

store then sends the used/old fire extinguishers back to the case company where 

it will be refilled, pressurized and then sold to the store once again. 

S2. The customer buys “10 years of fire safety” at the company’s web shop. Take-

back and refilling the product when necessary are included. 

S3. The customer buys “10 years of fire safety” at the company’s web shop. A service 

when buying this is a fire safety planning where the customers specifies their 

home (number of rooms, area, etc.) and gets a proposal of what fire safety 

equipment is needed for this specific customer. Take-back and refilling the 

product when necessary are included. 

The session is set to a total of two hours including a short brake. The writers of this thesis 

acts like facilitators and helps the participants understand the goal and scope of the session 

through answering questions and ask the participants relevant questions. The agenda and 

reason of the decided content of these two hours is as shown in Table 6: 

Table 6 – The agenda of the workshop including description of relevance and time 

Approximated time Content Relevant for 

4 min Introduction Introducing the participant to the subject, goal and agenda in 
order to make the purpose of their participation clear. 

12 min Warm up 
exercise 

To make the participants comfortable and relaxed in the 
context. 
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Approximated time Content Relevant for 

42 min Task 1 To investigate opportunities for a business model where parts 
of the material is reused. Create a positive environment. 

15 min Break To keep the focus and the strength of the participants. 

42 min Task 2 To investigate which obstacles can occur when having a 
business model where parts of the material is reused and how 
to work around them. 

5 min Ending and 

summarizing 

To give the participants the opportunity to ask questions about 

our work and to thank all for their time.  

3.8 Product-Service Blueprint 

A Product-Service Blueprint is supporting PSS design and have been developed to 

facilitate the development for a more resource efficient approach from a business and 

environmental perspective (Tukker, 2015). The method has its roots in service blueprint 

which is also used in PSS contexts (Geum et al., 2011a) for plotting both customer 

processes and the company structure (Bitner, M. J., Ostrom, A. L., & Morgan, 2008). The 

Product-Service Blueprint method was developed by Geum & Park (2011b) for a more 

adapted approach towards PSS design considering three preliminaries: the interaction 

between product and service, sustainability and consideration of business model  aiming 

to visualize the suggested solution including relevant actors and how the offering is 

carried through.  

The integration of different actors is crucial when designing PSS’s, especially the 

interaction between the manufacturing and service organisations (Kimita, 2009b; Mont, 

2002; Tukker, 2006). Therefore, the Product-Service Blueprint is designed to include 

most of the entirety of the products life cycle such as actors and processes with the 

purpose to provide an overview of relevant ownership transfers and to locate development 

potential. The three main areas of a Product-Service Blueprint, described in Figure 10, 

differ it from an ordinary service blueprint. Both product and service area describe 

activities as the PSS is provided while the supporting area consists of actions needed to 

provide the PSS to the customer (Geum, 2011b). 

 

Figure 10 – A visualization of the main structure of a Product-service blueprint with 

inspiration from Geum & Park (2011b). 
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4 Case study: The 6 kg powder fire 
extinguisher 

The content of this chapter is based on the results from interviews performed on the case 

company and a competitor research made through search engines. The purpose of the case 

study is to gain more knowledge of the business of selling fire extinguishers and the 

specific company itself. This knowledge will lie as a foundation when searching for value 

and designing a PSS. 

4.1 Company background 

The case company is a 32 years old multi-national energy and safety company based out 

of Mölndal in Sweden. Starting off as a battery sales and distribution company, it has now 

grown steadily to be a prominent sales and distributor for energy, safety and lighting 

products. It is a medium sized company with a presence in the fire safety market in 

Sweden, Norway, Finland and Denmark. The case company aims to be the industry 

standard for operational sustainability and for initiatives which addresses energy 

accessibility and climate change, and are thus looking into assessing their current fire 

extinguisher solution from a sustainability point of view.  

A case study is conducted on the 6 kg powder fire extinguishers. The investigated brand 

is the fire safety brand within the case company. Below are the results of the status quo 

of the brand and the case company presented. 

4.2 Organisational structure and key actors 

The organisation for providing the 6 kg powder extinguisher includes many actors at 

different locations. The brand department is the group working closest to the product 

solution and the development of it. These key roles work closely and exchanges 

information continuously through meetings and daily interactions. The brand department 

works through a business model which reads BAS: Buying, Adding and Selling where 

the Buying section are searching for, or develops own, solutions with the accurate 

characteristics which Adding then adds value to through the looks of the product and how 

it is sold. The Selling team then communicates the solution and its value to the retailers.  

The brand department is a part of case company which also involves actors important to 

the manufacturing and distribution of the solution. Examples of this are the purchase 

department which places orders to the manufacturers and the shipping companies and 

also the warehouse manager which receives the orders, stores them, performs eventual 

necessary maintenance of the products and then distributes them to the retailers or end 

users. Outside the borders of the case company, other actors such as manufacturer, 

certifiers and recycling are located. Occasionally new solutions are developed within the 

company. At such occasion, an external industrial designer has been hired since the 

company does not have their own department for such tasks. There is also one employee 

located in Shanghai who works as an interpreter and eases the communication between 

the case company and the actors located in China (manufacturer and shipper).  
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In Table 7, the key actors which are interviewed are listed accompanied of their duties 

and responsibilities. The actors map which gives a certain overview is to be found in 

Appendix 4 – Actors maps. 

Table 7 – Description of key actors and their duties and responsibilities linked to the 

specific product within the case company. 

Department Role Duties and responsibilities Clarification 

The brand Product manager 
(Buying) 

 Government and authorities 
 Certification and approval 

bodies 
 3rd party quality testing partners 
 Professional organization 

(SVEBRA, 2019) 
 Continuous communication 

with internal actors such as 
purchase department and the 
selling team  

 Customer contacts 

Overall responsibility of the 
solution. Negotiates with 
manufacturers and maintains 
contact to both internal 
functions and actors abroad. 

Receives especially difficult 
questions from customers 
weekly. 

The brand Product manager 

coordinator 
(Buying) 

 Technical expertise 

 Customer contacts 
 Professional organizations 

Runs specific projects and 

supports the administrative 
work. Receives especially 
difficult questions from 
customers weekly. 

The brand Brand manager 
(Adding) 

 Marketing department 
 Municipality and insurance 

companies 

 Receives information from 
certifiers and professional 
organizations 

Adding value through 
marketing, graphics of the 
product, market positioning, 

campaigns. Sometimes 
drives campaigns together 
with insurance companies, 
for example.  

The brand Brand sales 
manager 
(Selling) 

 Retailer interactions 
 Communicates through 

Scandinavia selling teams 

 Responsible for pricing 
 Contributes to the selling 

forecasts 

Main interaction with 
retailers and runs big 
business opportunities. 

Interacts with all selling 
teams and helps with pricing 
etc. when necessary.  

Warehouse 

department 

Supply Chain / 
Warehouse 
Manager 

 Warehouse manager 
 Last actor before retailer/end 

user 
 Receive defected products 

Receives orders from China, 
stores it and sends it to 
clients (retailers/end users). 
Last chance to secure the 

quality of the solution. On 
rare occasions, receive 
batches of defected 
extinguishers, which are 
emptied and sent to 
recycling. 

Purchase 

department 

Purchase  Orders from the manufacturer 

 Planning and ordering shipping  

Continuous contact with 

manufacturer and shippers to 
locate orders and post new 
orders.  

4.2.1 Organisational flows 

The actors map, which can be viewed in Appendix 4 – Actors maps, shows both actors 

and the different kinds of flows of information, product and services relevant in the 

manufacturing and distribution of the 6 kg powder fire extinguisher. The dotted lines, 
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which indicates insufficient communication, occurs between the sales department and the 

warehouse, which speaks through a lack of information. The end users and the brand 

department do rarely communicate, other than during customer service calls. This is 

visualised through the second dotted line. This communication line in the visualisation is 

going to the brand manager because the market department once ask end users about 

preferable solutions. 

4.3 Company characteristics 

Below, company characteristics are described. Those are extracted from the answers from 

the interviews (3.4) and to visualize it in a clear way the insights are categorized as 

Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats (3.4.1). Strengths and weaknesses are 

considered as inside factors that is factors that can be controlled by the company while 

opportunities and threats are beyond the control of the company. All strengths, 

weaknesses, opportunities and threats that is discovered can be viewed in Appendix 5 – 

Company characteristics. 

4.3.1 Strengths 

The strengths of the company can be summarized as a lot of competency and experience 

in the fire extinguisher business. There are several established and competitive ways of 

reaching out to their customers with both products and information. The communication 

is working well especially internally but also towards manufacturer and retailers. The 

company has a warehouse with larger capacity than what is used today, which is an 

important strength. The company is rather small which possibly simplifies changes within 

the business. 

4.3.2 Weaknesses 

A significant weakness for the company is that the manufacturer is located in China. This 

results in long lead times which makes prediction of orders difficult. The difference in 

time-zone and culture makes the communication more difficult compared to if the 

manufacturer is located closer to the main office in Mölndal.  

Another important weakness is that the margin of the fire extinguishers is very small. The 

communication with end-users is limited due to most of the solutions are sold through a 

retailer and the end users should seek support where they bought the solution. It is 

possible to contact the case company direct but since the most of the end users does not, 

valuable input can be lost. 

The product development is done quite impulsively when a need is discovered and the 

company lacks a distinct product development team. There is an absent of internal 

competence regarding service development. Such knowledge could be an asset when 

searching for further ways of providing value in offerings.  

4.3.3 Opportunities 

Today, a fire extinguisher is a product that is needed in all homes. The market is hard to 

enter due to a lot of legislations that needs to be fulfilled and this requires a lot of 
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knowledge. However, the demand will not likely decrease and it is possible that the 

governments in Scandinavia requires every home to be equipped with fire safety 

solutions. This occurred locally in Dalarna, Sweden 2009 (DT, 2009). Further, the 

Swedish authority of civil protection and preparedness (MSB) recommends all 

households to have a 6 kg powder fire extinguisher (MSB, 2012). There are service 

companies that refills fire extinguishers mainly for companies. This implies that it is an 

established technique can be seen as an opportunity to reduce the resources that is needed 

in order to produce a fire extinguisher. The fire extinguisher has had a similar design and 

functionality for many years (Canadian Fire Fighters Museum, 2017) and there could be 

an opportunity for new technology arising in the field soon.  

4.3.4 Threats 

Due to high demands that the case company has put on itself regarding the production to 

be environmentally and socially sustainable, there are some competitors that can produce 

cheaper but yet not as sustainable solutions. New legislation and standards could be a 

threat; if it would require something that the case company do not have knowledge or 

experience about. The already existing certifications makes it hard to create new products 

with a fire extinguishing function. The legislations differ depending on country and that 

makes it hard to expand the business.  

4.4 Current offering 

Below is the current offering presented through the four instruments included in the 

Marketing mix (Van Boeijen, 2016). The use of these four instruments as categories 

makes it easier to break down the present offering and clearly outline the current status 

quo. The case company and its brand department today sell fire extinguishers in several 

markets and in lots of different segments. However, this is only focused on one of these 

markets and an outline of that specific offering. 

Product – The studied product is a 6 kg powder fire extinguisher. It fulfils the highest 

level of extinguishing effect and is made with great care. The extinguisher can be found 

with different designs: red, brushed metal, black and white. The solution includes a two-

year warranty for rust and a five-year warranty for pressure drop. The brand, in addition, 

offers a Security-guarantee for free, which means that the customer gets a new fire 

extinguisher if their first extinguisher is used in an emergency.  

Price – The fire extinguisher is a bit more expensive in comparison with other actors on 

the market. The retailer price is around 499 SEK and, on the brands own homepage, 

around 599 SEK. The design extinguishers with other finishes than red costs 599 SEK 

respectively 699 SEK. Discounts and campaigns occur from time to time which can alter 

pricing. 

Place – The solution is mostly sold through retailers, through their shelves or online 

stores. The brand have also recently opened an online store to sell by themselves. The 

add-on service Security-guarantee is only offered on their own store, but can be signed 

up on after buying from a retailer. 

Promotion – Lots of promotion today goes through working with retailers, adding 

services as information brochure, designing planograms and adding value for the retailers. 
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Related to their opening of an online store made their marketing on social networks 

increase as well as  

4.5 Offerings from other fire safety companies 

In the area of fire safety, there are companies aiming towards both private and 

professional markets. Even though this case focuses on fire extinguishers for a private 

market, a competitor research on both markets is conducted to find existing offerings 

already implemented in a business. In the sections below, offerings of other companies 

are presented. The benchmark is focused around the 6 kg powder extinguishers and 

additional services offered. To protect the case company, the authors have decided to keep 

the competitor anonymous as well. 

4.5.1 Competitor 1 

Competitor 1 offers fire extinguishers for both private and organisational use. In the 

private sector, Competitor 1 uses their web shop to sell their fire extinguishers. Their red 

6 kg fire extinguisher with powder is classified for 55A, 233B and C and costs 429 SEK. 

The offering includes both a five-year warranty for pressure drop and a general two-year 

warranty in case of rust, hoes unusable etc.  

For companies and organisations, it is possible to rent fire extinguishers at a fixed yearly 

fee. Included in this offering is a yearly check-up and a change of the fire extinguisher 

after a period of five or ten years (depending on type of content). Additionally, they offer 

help with correct signage and placement of the fire extinguishers, tailored solutions after 

the needs of the company. 

4.5.2 Competitor 2 

Competitor 2 is a French company who sells fire extinguishers through their website to 

customers in France as well as around the globe. With their 1 kg powder extinguisher a 

10-year commercial warranty is included together with free refills, if used to put out a 

fire. Selling over 400 different designs, Competitor 2 also offers a possibility to customise 

your fire extinguisher with logotype or picture. 

4.5.3 Competitor 3 

Competitor 3 is a swedish company selling fire extinguishers through retailers. 

Competitor 3 has differentiated their product by having two extinguishers with different 

classifications, 55A for offices, public spaces etc. and 43A for homes, where the 43A also 

has a design line. The cost differs, 55A costing about 500 SEK, only available in red, and 

43A reaches from about 300 – 600 SEK depending on finish. 

4.5.4 Competitor 4 

Competitor 4 is a big Swedish fire safety company offering a huge spread of services 

throughout the organisation. Having the production in Sweden makes it easier for  

competitor 4 to be flexible and have control from development to finished product. The 
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business concept is a holistic approach to fire safety, a complete solution where different 

levels of service can be included. Fire extinguishers being just one part of the service.  

4.6 Discussion 

The description of the organisational structure and the company characteristics are based 

on the result of the interviews. Several aspects could have affected the result from the 

interviews, such as the interviewer’s unfamiliarity with the task which sometimes created 

an uncertainty of which supplementary questions would be accurate in the moment. This 

can be avoided by having one or several test interviews in beforehand, as Van Boeijen et 

al. (2016) suggests.  

It is clear that some of the respondents sometimes were nervous and tried to answer the 

questions in a way they thought suited the interviewers and was seeking “correct” answers 

even though those often did not exist. Some of the respondents expressed an uncertainty 

in their answers, as they seemed not to trust that the anonymity of their answers would be 

upheld. This might have been avoided by declaring the purpose and intentions of the 

results even clearer to develop a trust as the research guarantees objectivity, accuracy and 

honesty (Alshenqeeti, 2014).  

Instead of doing complete interview transcriptions, simplified ones are used, and more 

focus is on listening to the interviews. This helped to grasp the content very well. Seidman 

(2006) argues that there are no good shortcuts for analysing an entire interview if the 

researcher wants to be sure no information will be lost. Research has been made on 

investigating if it is always necessary to transcribe qualitative interviews with the 

conclusion that it often is profitable to use simpler and less time consuming processes, 

for example in a mix-method investigation (Halcomb et al., 2006). Despite this, the 

transcriptions have been of great benefit several times during the process when going 

back and looking for details.  

The extend of information paths and the exchange of information is rather widespread, 

especially within the brand department. The company is rather small and working tightly 

together in an open office, which simplifies the communication. However, the warehouse 

is located in a different building, which could be the reason that the communication 

between the warehouse and the selling team is an exception for the good communication. 

Another reason for this could be that the information that is felt missing is not crucial for 

providing the solution but would still ease the process.  

The case company is a relatively small company and organization which could both 

simplify and complicate changes in the business compared to larger companies. A large 

company often have more resources to spend on a possible conversion to a Product-

Service based business, nonetheless it could also face challenges such as the cultural 

transitioning compared to a small or medium sized company (de Jesus Pacheco, 2019). 

The price-pressured business and the strict legislations regarding fire extinguishers limits 

possible change. The case company and the brand stand for good quality and function in 

their products which puts them on the higher price segment. By adding intangible value 

to the relatively expensive product, the market value could increase (Tukker, 2004). 

At this point, all of the information flows are of 2nd level character (Lindahl, 2014) 
because the current offering is not a PSS. The reason for producing an actor’s map of this 

kind is to have the opportunity to note what should be changed to produce a PSS and what 

communication routs might be missing or are redundant at the moment.  
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Lindahl, Sakao, et al. (2014) stress that it is common for different actors to describe and 

experience the situation of the same company in different ways. Therefore, a last 

interview with the product manager is conducted to verify the actors map and other 

insights.  

The analysis of the company characteristics is made accordingly to a SWOT which is in 

general an established and tested method that can be performed in many different ways 

and to a great level of accuracy (Johnson, 2007). In this thesis, the analysis purpose is a 

simple and time efficient method to visualize the insights gathered from interviews and 

visits at the company. It turned out to be a successful and easy way of structure and 

interpret information to use later in the process.  

The analysis worked as a simple way of structure and create a clear overview of the 

received insights and according to Van Boeijen et al. (2016), a SWOT is a simple method 

which requires quick effort. The latter mentioned describes the method from a design 

perspective, which is accurate in this context. Therefore, the method is performed “quick 

and dirty” which seemed to be and turned out as a good adapted approach.  

The competitor research gives guidelines for the researchers of market opportunities and 

differentiation between the different actors on the existing market (Campaign Creators, 

2018). The investigated brand is in the top of the price-range and could be perceived as a 

premium brand compared to the direct competitor, competitor 3. Another feature of 

competitor research is identifying missing values or features in the offering (Campaign 

Creators, 2018). How competitor 2 sells a 10-year warranty included in their fire 

extinguishers with the possibility to refill could be such a feature.  

4.7 Conclusion 

Small margins and strict legislation limit the product development process. The current 

extensive time to market impedes adaptability when demand is shifting and a more 

frequent communication to the end users could provide useful and valuable information 

and relations. The company, however, possesses competence and knowledge and there is 

a general need for fire safety. The internal communication is functioning well and the 

existing infrastructure has high contributing potential. The case company is a relatively 

small company, which also could simplify a change towards PSS. Glancing at other 

competitors with successful business models outside of the traditional fire extinguisher 

market is a way to see what values customer are looking for that the traditional fire 

extinguisher might lack. 
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5 The environmental impact of current 
offering 

5.1 Results of Life Cycle Assessment on the fire 
extinguisher 

The life cycle assessment on one life cycle (twenty years) including two fire extinguishers 

is shown in Table 8. 

Table 8 – Impact assessment of the current offering’s life cycle for twenty years 

Impact categories Acronym Tot. emissions Units 

Acidification potential AP 5.80E-1 kg SO2 eq. 

Eutrophication potential EP 2.24E-1 kg PO4 eq. 

Global warming potential GWP 5.77E kg CO2 eq. 

Photochemical oxidation creation potential POCP 3.05E-2 kg C2H4 eq. 

Ozone-depleting gases ODG 7.96E-06 kg CFC-11 eq. 

Abiotic resource depletion ARD 2.47E-3 kg Sb eq. 

Abiotic depletion, fossil fuels AD 7.23E2 MJ 

 

The impact assessment is presented as a diagram in Figure 11 with an allocation of 

emissions between life cycle phases. 

 

 

Figure 11 – Impact assessment of the life cycle with two fire extinguishers 

For the fire extinguisher, the production contributes to a great majority of the emissions 

(Figure 11). Thus, is the production of a fire extinguisher further investigated. The 

emissions in Table 9 is the accounted emissions from the production of one fire 
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extinguisher. Note that “Transportation, passenger car” only involves the customers trip 

to the retailer and back again. 

Table 9 – Impact assessment of the production of one fire extinguisher 

Impact categories Acronym Tot. emissions Units 

Acidification potential AP 2.85E-1 kg SO2 eq. 

Eutrophication potential EP 1.09E-1 kg PO4 eq. 

Global warming potential GWP 2.45E kg CO2 eq. 

Photochemical oxidation creation potential POCP 1.49E-2 kg C2H4 eq. 

Ozone-depleting gases ODG 3.8E-06 kg CFC-11 eq. 

Abiotic resource depletion ARD 1.22E-3 kg Sb eq. 

Abiotic depletion, fossil fuels AD 3.47E2 MJ 

 

The impact assessment is presented as a diagram in Figure 12 with an allocation of 

emissions between life cycle phases. The “Head” is referring to the top of the fire 

extinguisher including e.g. handles, valve and safety pin. “Nozzle” is  located at the two 

ends of the hose and are made of brass. “Bracket” is the wall mount and it is made of 

steel. 

 

Figure 12 – Graph of emission sources allocation on the impact categories from the 

production of one fire extinguisher 

The five components contributing to the greatest emissions in general (seen in Figure 12) 

is: Transportation from China to Sweden (dark grey), Nozzle (dark blue), Extinguishing 

agent (light blue), Cylinder (orange) and Head (medium blue). 

5.1.1 Global warming potential 

Investigating the GWP further show in more detail where the largest amounts of 

emissions emits. Figure 13 show the flow of CO2-equivalent emissions during the whole 

life cycle.  
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Figure 13 – Flowchart of kg CO2-eq. emissions during the life cycle including two fire 

extinguishers. Processes contributing to less than 5% of the total emissions are hidden 

and material going to recycle contributes to zero emissions due to delimitations 

As seen in Figure 11, the greatest emissions are from the production. When investigated, 

the production of steel and monoammonium contributes to the biggest emissions, 27.5% 

respectively 25.7%. The transportation accounts for about 11% of the total emissions, 

which primarily comes from freight by ship (about 8 %). 

5.2 Discussion 

Performing an LCA is time-consuming depending on the goal and scope definition (ISO, 

1997). Hence is this method carried out in a simplified way that make it possible to use 

the result as a measurement, but with delimitations, that makes the workload fair. The 

system boundaries were changed during the process to give as accurate results as possible 

due to the amount of time available and depending on the available data.  

LCA is an iterative method meaning the process and the results need to be evaluated 

several times during the process (European Union, 2010). Because of the need of 

information in the beginning of the study and that not all data and information is available 

from the start, different parts of the LCA have to be changed during the process to achieve 

a reliable result. It is also difficult to initially realise what needs to be investigated which 

means that the goal and scope could, and often should, be changed during the process 

(ISO, 1998).  

To perform LCA the software SimaPro is used. The features of easily model and analyse 

complex life cycles in a systematic and transparent manner makes SimaPro useful when 

analysing the sustainability performance of a product, service or process (Starostka-

Patyk, 2015). By the use of pre-made datasets, lack of information can be accounted 

according to existing studies of globalised and regionalised values. This was frequently 
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used as a strategy for filling data gaps. As mentioned before, the Ecoinvent version 3 

database was used in the LCI phase and is where the pre-made datasets are extracted from. 

Ecoinvent is the largest transparent unit-process database worldwide with available 

background data (Gregor Wernet et al., 2016). Before the version 3 was released, data 

from regions outside of Europe and Swiss productions was often lacking, a problem that 

is fixed in version 3 (Gregor Wernet, 2016). The data is generally of high quality and with 

a scientific accuracy, which is needed in an LCA if more specified data is missing. Even 

though this is the case, how the data is applied may affect the final results greatly. Many 

assumptions were made during the LCA, often due to time constraints or missed 

information from suppliers. In these cases, a global, and sometimes regional, dataset was 

used to represent a global or regional mean. This dataset can include even transportations 

and infrastructure of some processes.  

The steel production is one of the biggest contributors to the impact categories, especially 

GWP, according to the LCA results. The assumed steel production process is basic 

oxygen process (BOP), which is used by circa 91% of the steel producers in China (World 

steel association, 2018). Since the activities of different products often intertwines 

through e.g. the recycling of the material, the system boundaries should be set between 

the different systems (A.-M. Tillman et al., 1994). With this in mind, system boundaries 

are put so recycled material is cut-off from the product system. This means that they are 

removed burden-free from the end of life activity without any benefits or impact allocated 

to them. However, scrap metal is used in the production of raw material, mainly steel and 

brass, is included in the process. Therefore, some environmental benefits are allocated in 

the production, but not in the end-of-life treatment.  

As mentioned, assumptions have been used in a varying extent. Some of the transportation 

during the manufacturing is based on numbers from the manufacturer. Data was also 

collected on the transportation from China to the case company. From there to the 

customer, a customer was chosen and their central warehouse used to calculate the 

distance. Which type of lorry used during the transportation is also assumed. During all 

container transports a >32-tonne lorry is assumed and during transports with products on 

pallets a 16-32 tonne lorry is assumed. Mean of transportation and distance the customer 

travels to buy and discard the fire extinguisher, has no scientific basis. The customer is 

assumed to live two kilometres from the store and four kilometres from the recycling 

station. In the used case, it is assumed that the transportation is allocated on more than 

just the fire extinguisher, thus is the two and four kilometres the allocated distance. The 

case also suggests that the fire extinguisher is only refilled twice during the twenty years. 

This is chosen by the lifespan of a powder fire extinguisher being 10-years (Dafo Brand 

AB, 2001). This means that two full lifespans are calculated in the LCA, if something 

would happen earlier leading to a need to refill the fire extinguisher earlier, the 

environmental benefits would be even greater during the 20 years the functional unit 

covers. This is an example of the subjectivity which limits LCA in its application (ISO, 

1997). ISO 14040 (1997) expresses that an LCA study should be used in a more 

comprehensive decision process or for understanding the general trade-offs. Different 

assumptions and context make comparisons between studies difficult if these do not 

coincide. One should consider how the data gaps, availability, average values and site-

specific conditions may mislead the results. An average value is good when specific value 

is unknown, but do also implicate that the reality could be either better or worse. When 

conducting the impact assessment, the same problem is underlying. The method is with 

global or regional focus, causing local applications to be misguided when e.g. real world 

conditions is not represented in the used interpretation (ISO, 1997).  
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Regarding material use, estimations were made during the assessment of a few 

components. When no specification on component weight were received, interpolating 

with received information helped estimate. In the end, 40 grams are not assessed in the 

LCI because of minor overlooked components. However, the impact of those grams are 

neglectable in total. A sensitivity analysis was performed to see how much the last 40 

gram changes the end result. By assuming it to be steel, the maximum difference could 

be stated. The weight of 40 gram of steel would affect the GWP result by 0,15%, which 

is insignificant in the context. 

The transportation of the whole product is related to a consistent 15% of the emissions in 

all categories, with the exception of Abiotic Resource Depletion (ARD) and 

Eutrophication potential (EP). Within transportation it is mostly the transoceanic shipping 

which is contributing to the emission. The only exception is ARD where the emissions 

compared to the total is very small. However, when compared per tonne kilometre with 

both global freight by flight and by train, the transoceanic shipping was the better 

alternative (Gregor Wernet, 2016). 

Transport infrastructure is still accounted for, meaning that not only the used energy when 

transported contributes to emissions, but the building of the vehicle and ports, roads etc. 

The allocation of infrastructure is included in used ecoinvent processes and the impact of 

it was investigated in a sensitivity analysis. For example, the biggest contributor to global 

warming potential, transoceanic shipping, stands for close to 70% of all transportation 

emissions during the life cycle. The sensitivity calculation showed that infrastructure 

stands for about 30% of the shipping process in SimaPro, which is verified by Fridell et 

al. (Fridell et al., 2019) in their work on allocating infrastructure when calculating 

emissions on freight transportation. Please notice that transportation of raw material from 

extraction site, of components from suppliers and similar is allocated as emission from 

the specific components or processes. Thus, is the transportation mentioned only 

including the shipping from the Chinese factory to a retailer in the middle of Sweden. 

Regarding allocation of raw material extraction, only used energy and material is assessed 

during extraction of raw material and production of virgin materials. This was mainly due 

to the pre-made processes in combination with time constraints.  

The functional unit is defined to make the comparison possible between the two solutions, 

which is an important feature of the functional unit (ISO, 1997). As the estimated life 

span of a cylinder is 20 years according to fire safety personnel, the span of 20 years is 

suitable.  

As seen in Figure 11, the production contributes to most emissions as expected from a 

passive product (Lindahl et al., 2006). Every impact category has about the same emission 

allocation between the phases, except for GWP where “End of life treatment” emissions 

is slightly bigger than in the others. This is due to the end of life treatment being 

incineration, which primarily releases CO2 (Johnke, 1996). 

When investigating the production and the allocation between life cycle phases (Figure 

12), the contribution of the head to the different impact categories was unexpected. 

Especially the categories Abiotic Resource Depletion (ARD) and Eutrophication 

potential (EP) was very high (about 50% respectively 35%). When examined further it is 

found that the brass emits the majority of the emissions in all categories, which is why 

the nozzle also contributes to a relatively large part of the emissions in all categories in 

contrast to its small weight (Figure 12). The high EP is caused by the sulfidic tailings, a 

biproduct when mining for copper (United States Environmental Protection Agency, 
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2018). The high ARD is caused by the zinc, of which only about 30% goes to recycling 

thus are the reserves depleted on a yearly rate (GreenSpec, 2019). 

According to the Authority for Social Protection and Emergency Planning in Sweden 

(2014), the ABC-powder used in fire extinguishers is made of common salts and in some 

cases are some substances related to fertilizers. Hence is the environmental harm very 

limited, especially considering the small amounts it is used. That it is powder makes it 

less prone of spreading and contaminating water, ground and air when compared to water-

based extinguishing agents. However, when examined further it is discovered that it still 

contributes to a significant part of the impact, according to the assessment. The production 

of Monoammonium Phosphate, which represents 80-90% of the powder, is a very energy 

consuming process (G. Wernet et al., 2016). Figure 12 shows the environmental burden 

the powder production has which is consistently among the largest across all categories 

and makes it a significant burden in this analysis. 

The result of the cylinder too was unexpected. The steel industry was expected to emit a 

certain amount of emission, but instead is varying between categories. Most surprising 

was the Abiotic Resource Depletion where the production of the steel stood for less than 

1% of the impact. An investigation showed that steel is very well recycled and can be 

recycled endless of times (Jernkontoret, 2018), thus less risk of reserves getting depleted. 

The GWP of the steel production showed to be a great part of the total emissions, which 

is due to the energy-consuming process which is used when melting and producing the 

steel. 

5.3 Conclusion 

The analysis was made using Ecoinvent version 3 for all emission data. Information were 

gathered through the case company and its supplier. Some informational gaps where 

found and filled with the use of assumptions and regional/global averages. The 

assessment concluded that the extinguishing agent has the highest environmental burden 

with a high amount of emissions in all impact categories. The steel production is also of 

great importance, especially due to this thesis scope and the GWP related emissions. The 

brass production, used in the head and nozzle, contributed to a greater environmental 

burden than expected. Foremostly the ARD was affected by the use of brass, together 

with EP. But in terms of GWP, the burden is rather small. Since the information does not 

come directly from the production of this specific product in China, the result is 

considered only fairly accurate and must thereby be assessed with caution to achieve 

reliable results. 
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6 Opportunities extracted from 
customer and provider values 

6.1 Customer values 

Customer values is extracted from two different sources during the project. Firstly, from 

the interviews with employees at the case company, and the result can be views in Table 

10. These values are extracted and interpreted from the case company, and are not verified 

with actual customers. 

Table 10 – Customer values extracted from interviewing employees at the case 

company. 

Nr. Customer value 

1 Easy to access customer service trough telephoning the case company 

2 The case company is a giving and caring company that strives for satisfied customers and 
sometimes gives more than expected to achieve that.  

3 Accessible products 

4 The case company provides a Safety Warrant together with the product 

5 Trusted and tested products 

6 Reliable company 

7 The case company provides information such as education of fire safety and recommendations 

for how a specific home should be equipped to be safe 

 

From the quick questionnaires conducted at the streets of Linköping, the following values 

are extracted.  

Table 11 – Customer values extracted from asking people at the streets of Linköping 

CUSTOMER VALUES 

Pre purchase During purchase Post purchase 

 Stores are easy to visit 

 Environmentally sustainable 

production 
 Socially sustainable production 
 Product can be reused or recycled 
 A service that continuously 

provides functioning fire 

extinguisher in homes 
 Information of differences in 

different products 
 Ability to extinguish fires in 

different materials 

 A low price 

 The product holds a 
certain brand 

 Ability to extinguish fires 
in different materials 

 The product has a nice 
appearance 

 Feeling safe from fires in the 

own home 
 Be able to put out a smaller fire 

in the home 
 Easily accessible in the home 

during emergency 
 Easy to find in a home during 

emergency 
 Easy to manoeuvre 
 Intuitive to use 
 Blends into the environment 

(appearance)  
 Beautiful to look at 

 Easy to maintain 
 Product can't go off by mistake 
 Product can be reused or 

recycled 
 Product occupies small space 
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6.2 Customer opportunity 

The survey which is the fourth step in the method described in 2.6, provided in total 104 

answers. 60 of the respondents had a fire extinguisher at home while 44 did not. The data 

is inserted in the opportunity algorithm (2.6) and the result is extracted and can be seen 

in Table 12, Table 13 and Table 14: 

Table 12 – Calculated opportunity from all 104 received answers. 

Phase Desired Outcome (value) 
Calculated using MEAN 

Importance (1 - 10) Satisfaction (1 - 10) Opportunity (-8 - 19) 

Post purchase Easily accessible in the 

home during emergency 

9.54 5.79 13.29 

Post purchase Easy to find in a home 
during emergency 

9.43 5.70 13.16 

Post purchase Easy to manoeuvre 9.71 7.56 11.87 

Pre purchase Social sustainable 
production 

7.87 3.90 11.83 

Post purchase Easy to maintain 8.73 5.70 11.76 

Post purchase Be able to put out a smaller 
fire in the home 

9.38 7.12 11.63 

Post purchase Product can be reused or 
recycled 

7.89 4.25 11.54 

Pre purchase Ability to extinguish fires in 
different materials 

9.18 6.94 11.42 

Post purchase Product can't go off by 

mistake 

8.76 6.13 11.38 

During 
purchase 

Ability to extinguish fires in 
different materials 

8.84 6.64 11.03 

Post purchase Intuitive to use 9.11 7.36 10.86 

Pre purchase Socially sustainable 
production 

8.43 6.38 10.48 

Post purchase Feeling safe from fires in 
the own home 

8.78 7.42 10.13 

Pre purchase Information of differences 
in different products 

7.48 6.17 8.79 

Pre purchase Environmentally sustainable 
production 

6.23 3.83 8.63 

During 

purchase 

A low price 6.22 5.65 6.79 

Pre purchase Stores are easy to visit 6.79 6.82 6.79 

Post purchase Product occupies small 
space 

6.45 6.28 6.63 

Post purchase Blends into the environment 
(appearance)  

5.34 5.08 5.60 

Pre purchase A service that provides 
households with functioning 
extinguishers 

5.28 5.05 5.51 

During 
purchase 

The product has a nice 
appearance 

5.49 5.92 5.49 

Post purchase Beautiful to look at 4.81 6.04 4.81 

During 

purchase 

The product holds a certain 

brand 

3.06 6.52 3.06 
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Table 13 – Calculated opportunity based on the 60 answers from respondents that have 

a fire extinguisher. 

Phase Desired Outcome (value) 
Calculated using MEAN 

Importance (1 - 10) Satisfaction (1 - 10) Opportunity (-8 - 19) 

Post purchase Easy to find in a home 
during emergency 

9.55 6.67 12.43 

Post purchase Easily accessible in the 
home during emergency 

9.63 7.23 12.03 

Post purchase Easy to maintain 8.92 5.92 11.92 

Pre purchase Possible to reuse or recycle 

the product 

7.70 3.72 11.68 

Pre purchase Ability to extinguish fires in 
different materials 

9.28 7.02 11.55 

Post purchase Easy to manoeuvre 9.67 7.80 11.53 

Post purchase Product can't go off by 
mistake 

8.88 6.23 11.53 

Post purchase Product can be reused or 
recycled 

7.77 4.32 11.22 

Post purchase Be able to put out a smaller 
fire in the home 

9.58 8.03 11.13 

During 
purchase 

Ability to extinguish fires in 
different materials 

8.88 6.80 10.97 

Pre purchase Social sustainable 

production 

8.62 6.47 10.77 

Post purchase Intuitive to use 8.98 7.38 10.58 

Post purchase Feeling safe from fires in 
the own home 

9.17 8.10 10.23 

Pre purchase Information of differences 
in different products 

7.83 6.30 9.37 

Pre purchase Environmentally sustainable 
production 

6.18 3.92 8.45 

Pre purchase Stores are easy to visit 6.93 7.38 6.93 

Post purchase Product occupies small 
space 

6.28 6.77 6.28 

During 
purchase 

A low price 5.85 5.95 5.85 

Pre purchase A service that provides 

households with functioning 
extinguishers 

5.45 5.37 5.53 

Post purchase Blends into the environment 
(appearance)  

5.03 5.78 5.03 

During 
purchase 

The product has a nice 
appearance 

5.23 6.40 5.23 

Post purchase Beautiful to look at 4.45 6.28 4.45 

During 
purchase 

The product holds a certain 
brand 

2.92 6.63 2.92 

Table 14 – Calculated opportunity based on 44 answers from respondents with no fire 

extinguisher 

Phase Desired Outcome (value) 
Calculated using MEAN 

Importance (1 - 10) Satisfaction (1 - 10) Opportunity (-8 - 19) 

Post purchase Easily accessible in the 
home during emergency 

9.41 3.82 15.00 

Post purchase Easy to find in a home 
during emergency 

9.27 4.39 14.16 

Post purchase Be able to put out a smaller 

fire in the home 

9.09 5.86 12.32 
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Phase Desired Outcome (value) 
Calculated using MEAN 

Importance (1 - 10) Satisfaction (1 - 10) Opportunity (-8 - 19) 

Post purchase Easy to manoeuvre 9.77 7.23 12.32 

Pre purchase Possible to reuse or recycle 
the product 

8.09 4.16 12.02 

Post purchase Product can be reused or 
recycled 

8.07 4.16 11.98 

Post purchase Easy to maintain 8.48 5.41 11.55 

Pre purchase Ability to extinguish fires in 
different materials 

9.05 6.84 11.25 

Post purchase Intuitive to use 9.27 7.32 11.23 

Post purchase Product can't go off by 
mistake 

8.59 6.00 11.18 

During 

purchase 

Ability to extinguish fires in 

different materials 

8.77 6.43 11.11 

Pre purchase Social sustainable 
production 

8.18 6.27 10.09 

Post purchase Feeling safe from fires in 
the own home 

8.25 6.50 10.00 

Pre purchase Environmentally sustainable 
production 

6.30 3.70 8.89 

During 
purchase 

A low price 6.73 5.25 8.20 

Pre purchase Information of differences 
in different products 

7.00 6.00 8.00 

Post purchase Product occupies small 

space 

6.68 5.61 7.75 

Post purchase Blends into the environment 
(appearance)  

5.75 4.11 7.39 

Pre purchase Stores are easy to visit 6.59 6.05 7.14 

During 
purchase 

The product has a nice 
appearance 

5.84 5.27 6.41 

Pre purchase A service that provides 
households with functioning 
extinguishers 

5.05 4.61 5.48 

Post purchase Beautiful to look at 5.30 5.70 5.30 

During 
purchase 

The product holds a certain 
brand 

3.25 6.36 3.25 

6.3 Insights and discussion – Customer opportunities 

When reading this section, note that there are answers from all respondents (Table 12), 

answers from extinguisher owners (Table 13) and answers from non-owners (Table 14) 

being discussed. Also, note the difference between Importance, Satisfaction and 

Opportunity (described in 2.6). 

Overall, the most important values for the end users are the fire extinguisher’s ability to 

be easily found, easy to access, easy to use and function well during an emergency as well 

as to put out small fires in homes. The consideration of current satisfaction of those values 

differs and are therefore given different opportunities in the opportunity algorithm (see 

Table 12).  

The result implies the demand of a functional and usable solution which is accessible 

when needed. Other high ranked opportunities are the ability to reuse or recycle the 

product and easy to maintenance. This is an interesting opportunity regarding this project 

since its response to the aim to investigate how a circular economy-based offering, more 
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specifically, PSS, can be a mean for increased value creation and decreased 

environmental impact. Further, the opportunity “Social sustainable production”, which 

holds a high opportunity, might be interesting information for the case company since 

they already value social sustainability in their organization, but it lies outside the frame 

of this project.  

In this research, the mean value is used when analysing the quantified survey responses. 

The use of either mean or median should be explained and clearly stating the intention of 

a choice. What is most suitable, mean value vs. median value, is discussed by Kämpke 

(2010) who looks into inequality analysis. His research processes the example of income 

distribution where the difference between median and mean value is as follows: The mean 

value is independent of any redistribution, as long as the total sum stays the same, but is 

sensitive to both high and low extremes. In comparison, the median value is robust against 

a few large data sets, basing the value upon the middle data instead of the comparing data 

with the total sum, however, sensitive to redistribution (Kämpke, 2010). In the context of 

this analysis there is a point in including the extremes, because it takes the whole sample 

into account and not just the centre of data. A median value tells where half of the data is 

higher, and where half is lower, but not the extent of it.  

Analysing the result by comparing those who owns a fire extinguisher and those who does 

not, gives several insights based on the different extent of experience. It is notable that 

the mean of the “Satisfaction” for extinguisher owners (Table 13) is 6.37 while it is only 

5.52 for non-owners (Table 14). In comparison to this, the mean “Importance” for the two 

groups are the same (accuracy of three decimals). This implies that the group that do not 

have a fire extinguisher (and therefore do not have the same experience as the ones who 

do) tend to think that the value is generally not as satisfied.  

Another noticeable difference between owners and no-owners is the opportunity 

regarding “A low price”. The end users that does not have a fire extinguisher considers 

this to be more important (6.73) and less satisfied (5.25) compared to the owners where 

the relative numbers are (5.85) and (5.95). This implies to be a cause for non-owners to 

not buy a fire extinguisher. Similar is the opportunity of “Product occupies small space” 

where the opportunity is higher for those who don’t have a fire extinguisher (7.75) 

compared to those who have one (6.28).  

The result shows that socially sustainable production is more important (8.43) for the end 

users than environmentally sustainable production (6.23). It is also a distinct difference 

to what extent the end users believe this is satisfied: socially sustainable production has 

the satisfaction of 6.38 while environmentally sustainable production only has the 

satisfaction of 3.83. It is important to consider that this is believed satisfaction of the end 

users and not the actual impact.  

Insights of above discussion and more are summarized in Table 15 – Noted differences 

and insights. 

Table 15 – Noted differences and insights 

What All answers 

(Table 12) 

Extinguisher 

owners 

(Table 13) 

No owners 

(Table 14) 

Notes 

Mean satisfaction 6.01 6.37 5.52 Notable difference 

Mean importance 7.512 7.513 7.512 Surprisingly even 

“A low price” 
Opportunity 

6.79 5.85 8.20 Implies that end users 
might not buy a fire 
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What All answers 

(Table 12) 

Extinguisher 

owners 

(Table 13) 

No owners 

(Table 14) 

Notes 

extinguisher because of 
the price. 

“Intuitive to use” 
Opportunity 

10.86 10.58 11.23 This implies that no-
owners might have a 

different understanding 
of the product which 
makes sense. Owners 
are more often in 
contact with the 
product. 

“Environmentally 

sustainable 
production” 

Satisfaction 

3.83 3.92 3.70 This is surprisingly low 

”Product occupies 
small space” 

Opportunity 

6.63 6.28 7.75 They who don’t have 
an extinguisher thinks 
this is more important 
and also thinks that this 

is not satisfied as much 
as the owners. This 
implies a reason for not 
buying the solution. 

“Feeling safe 
from fires in the 
own home” 

Imortance (Imp) 
and Satisfaction 
(Sat) 

Imp (8.78)  
Sat (7.42) 

Imp (9.12)  
Sat (8.1) 

Imp (8.25)  
Sat (6.5) 

It makes sense that they 
who have a fire 
extinguisher thinks the 

feeling of safety is 
more important. It is 
interesting that they 
also feel safer which 
implies that having this 
product in the home 

contributes to the 
feeling of safety. 

“Stores are easy 
to visit” 

Imortance (Imp) 
and Satisfaction 
(Sat) 

Imp (6.79)  
Sat (6.82) 

Imp (6.93)  
Sat (7.38) 

Imp (6.59)  
Sat (6.04) 

Implies that those who 
does not have an 
extinguisher might 
think it is hard to find. 

“Be able to put 

out a smaller fire 
in the home” 

Imortance (Imp) 
and Satisfaction 
(Sat) Opportunity 
(Opp) 

Imp (9,68) 

Sat (7,12) 
Opp (11.63)  

Imp (9.58)  

Sat (8.03) 
Opp (11.13) 

Imp (9.09)  

Sat (5.86) 
Opp (12.32) 

Implies that they who 

don’t own an 
extinguisher does not 
know the ability of it. It 
could be misguiding if 
they interpreted the 
question as in their own 

situation. 

“Blends into the 
environment 
(appearance)” 

Imp (5,08) 
Sat (5,60) 

Imp (5.03)  
Sat (5.78) 

Imp (5.75)  
Sat (4.11) 

They who don’t have 
an extinguisher thinks 
it is more important 
that it blends in at 
home and that is less 
satisfied compared to 
the owners. This 

implies a reason for no-
owners not buying the 
solution. 
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A possible source of error when carrying out the questionnaire is the ignorance regarding 

the use and maintenance of a fire extinguisher which is noted amongst some of the 

respondents. Ulwick (2002) argues the importance of including respondents who have 

experience within the investigated need. However, since the product is considered to have 

a passive use phase (Lindahl, 2006) and all respondents held some, albeit limited, 

knowledge of the product, it might not affect the result noticeable. Further is the design 

of the survey discussable. For example, the section asking if the respondents believe that 

humans working in the production process is treated badly as the scale went from “To a 

great extent” to “Not at all”, which is the opposite compared to most of the questions in 

the survey (can be seen in Appendix 3 – Survey customer opportunity (Swedish)). This 

might confuse the respondent or worse, cause wrong answers, and is against the 

importance of an easily understood survey to avoid invalid answers which Etikan (2017) 

implies.  

6.4 Provider Values 

Matschewsky et al (2015) expresses that there are several different values a provider can 

gain from. Except the quite often-assumed monetary value, there are also environmental, 

customer relations, information, infrastructure and time-to-market. Table 16 describes the 

provider values that is extracted when conducting the interviews with employees at the 

company (3.4). Further down in this section, additional insights from the workshop are 

added and can be seen in Table 17. 

Table 16 – Discovered provider values extracted from interviews with employees at the 

case company 

Provider value Type of value Explanation 

A solution the company and 
its employees are proud of 

Customer relations The quality and reliability of the solution 
together with a high standard manufacturing 
makes it easy for the company to speak for 
the solution. Common view of the fact that 
the company “don’t cut corners” within the 
company. 

Loyal manufacturer Infrastructure Thanks to a long collaboration, several 

projects have been successfully put through 
by using the manufacturers facility and help 
in order to develop solutions. 

Experienced manufacturer Infrastructure The manufacturer knows the product and 
can therefore provide desired quality to the 
company. 

Good communication with 
retailer 

Information The selling team have a continuous dialogue 
with the retailers which often describes a 

spotted need or trend on the market. 

The manufacturer meets high 
sustainability requirements 

Environmental It is demanded and controlled by the 
company that the production shall meet the 
existing restrictions.  

Provides useful information 
for end users 

Information, 
customer relations 

The company provides guides of how a 
home should be equipped with fire safety 
solutions. Also, how to act if a fire breaks 
out and how to prevent it from happening. 

Customer can always call the company to 
ask questions of the solution which can give 
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the company clues of what is not working 
properly today. 

A lot of inhouse functions and 
a lot of competence 

Time-to-market By having a lot of functions in the same 
building, the competence can be used in 
several contexts in a efficient way. 

Experience within the 
company 

Information The employees have a lot of knowledge and 
experience within the business of providing 

fire extinguishers which helps in knowing 
what can be doable in the future. 

Table 17 – Discovered provider value extracted from the workshop 

Provider value Type of value 

A growing knowledge and awareness within end users of climate change 
and sustainability issues 

Environmental 

A relatively small company which can make the transitioning easier Infrastructure 

A common view within the company about environmental issues being an 
important question. 

Environmental 

Already a collaboration with service firms that maintain fire extinguishers 
for companies. 

Infrastructure 

Already collaborations with several insurance companies. Infrastructure 

A simple product with a similar look regardless producer. This could make it 
possible for different brands to collaborate.  

Infrastructure 

An existing platform informing customers of what is adequate fire safety 
equipment to the specific home. 

Information 

According to the purchase department, one extinguisher costs around 200 

SEK to produce and transport to Mölndal. 

Information 

6.5 Discussion – Provider Values into opportunities 

In this section, every category of provider value is described and discussed and from that, 

opportunities are distinguished and presented in short in the conclusion (546.6). 

Environmental value –The case company describes at their own website how they 

provide an easier and more sustainable every day for their customers. Because of the 

extent of legislation of the fire extinguishers, the company needs to fulfil several 

environmental criteria to provide the solution. Except for this, which is demanded, the 

company aims to be “the greener company” which is mentioned by several employees 

during both interviews and workshop. The environmental considerations reflect in the 

employees and sustainability is clearly important to the company and those who work 

there, which implies the opportunity of a common mindset (Martinez, 2010). However, 

during interviews and workshop, the discussions were almost exclusively about costs and 

risks in changing the business towards a circular way of handling the material. The 

participants clearly see a distinct difference between environmental sustainability and 

profit and they state that in many cases, it is hard to increase environmental sustainability 

without losing money. 

The opportunity found in this is the common consideration of the environmental issue and 

the company’s willingness to make (realizable) changes. A coordinated business model 

that includes different competencies is important when transitioning towards PSS (Tan, 

2010).  

Customer relations – The case company has an extensive selling team which are in 

contact with retailers. Through those contacts, the company often gets information of 

trends spotted on the market and what end users are requesting. Thanks to the high quality 
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of the product and the knowledge of the sustainable production, the selling team can 

proudly mediate the solution to the retailers.  

End users calls the customer service if their product is defected or if they have questions. 

This is much welcomed by the company since this is the only continuous contact the case 

company have with the end users of the fire extinguishers. Further, it is a way of 

maintaining customer relations and explore what is requested by the end users. In some 

cases, when the questions involve technical information or if the end user has specific 

questions, the call can be forwarded to Frank (Product manager) or Stephan (Product 

management coordinator). They then, who works daily with the specific product, gets 

direct feedback from the end users. The new website, only a few months old, is a way of 

reaching out to end users.  

Today, the company mostly speaks to retailers since that is the main source of profit. By 

reaching out to end users through the new web site and other channels, the company can 

receive usable information of what is requested at the market (Matschewsky, 2015). 

Therefore, the opportunity lies in strengthen the connection to the end users. 

Information – As mentioned above, information from mostly retailers but also end users 

is constantly ongoing through the selling team, the customer service and even the product 

manager and product management coordinator. The company maintains two websites, 

one for retailers where they find product information and place orders. The second one is 

a website with product information for end users which includes a web shop and general 

fire safety information. Also, a tool to help plan for how to equip the own home with fire 

safety. This is a way of both reaching out to end users and to see how trends are shifting 

and how the demand can change depending on marketing.  

Working with the same manufacturer for many years helps the communication and 

relation of the case company and their manufacturer which simplifies transitioning 

information. As a help, the case company has an employee located in China who assists 

with communication at different occasions. This facilitates the time difference (Sweden 

contra China) and the communication with actors that do not know English very well.  

The company values its good communication both internal and external. The opportunity 

in this case therefore lies in using existing communication routes to gain more 

information from different actors to keep developing solutions and a business model that 

addresses to all (Lindahl, 2014). 

Infrastructure – The case company is located in Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Finland, 

France and Italy and with head office in Mölndal, Sweden. A warehouse that processes 

all fire extinguishers and later sends them to retailers and end users is also located in 

Mölndal a short distance from the office. This warehouse is relatively newly built and has 

a bigger capacity than is used today.  

A collaboration between the case company and the manufacturer is used when developing 

new products. This is working well due to the long cooperation and good communication 

between those two. This makes it possible for the case company to manage a product 

development process without owning a factory themselves. 

Because of the width of the organizations business, the case company also provides fire 

safety solutions to the professional market. Through this context, the case company 

already has a connection to service workshops which maintains the fire extinguishers for 

this segment. Also, there has been collaborations with other stakeholders that gains from 

a safe home environment such as municipalities and insurance companies. This is a way 

of reaching out to end users.  
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As seen in the actor’s map Appendix 4 – Actors maps, the business to provide the 6 kg 

powder fire extinguisher revolves around the brand department and the different functions 

are quite integrated with a lot of exchanged information and communication. By having 

an open office area with a wide range of functions sitting in the same building, the 

information can be transferred in an efficient way. The company is relatively small which 

makes conversion towards PSS easier to follow through compared to large companies in 

several aspects (de Jesus Pacheco, 2019). 

By keeping as much of the business close, it gets easier to control and get useful 

information of the solutions for further improvements (Matschewsky, 2015; Tukker, 

2004). The transportation routes also get shorter which is good from an environmental 

perspective. Therefore, opportunities in this case is the warehouse with a large capacity 

and the already established collaborations with service facilities. Also, the fact that 

changes might be done easier within a smaller company (de Jesus Pacheco, 2019). 

Time-to-market – Since the manufacturer is located in China, the lead-time is three to 

four months from that the order is placed until the products delivers to the warehouse in 

Mölndal. The warehouse is therefore crucial for the case company when providing 

products to the retailers in Scandinavia within a fair time span. By forecasting, the 

company can hold a stock large enough to serve the customers. This might however be a 

problem if the demands suddenly increase.  

The opportunity is moving the production closer to the customers and the office. This way, 

the control of the solution will increase and the production will get less uncertain 

(Tukker, 2004). The transportation will also be shorter which is good from an 

environmental perspective.  

Another important insight is the cost for producing and transported to Mölndal, which is 

estimated to be around 200 SEK. This can be a useful insight further ahead when 

evaluating the suggested solution. 

From what is described above, opportunities that is especially interesting for this company 

are described in Table 18: 

Table 18 – Opportunities extracted from the provider value 

Opportunity 

Company’s interest in solving environmental issues 

The awareness of the environmental issue gets hotter in the public 

Strengthen the connection to the end users to gain useful information for improvements 

Use already existing communication routes to gather more information 

A warehouse with a large capacity 

Moving the production closer to the market and the company to gain control 

A relatively small but established company could simplify change 

6.6 Conclusion 

Investigating customer opportunity indicates why several end users do not own a fire 

extinguisher. The investigation further highlights the most important aspects of what the 

solution should achieve which is vigorously a dependent and functioning product. Other 

high opportunities imply a demand of an easily managed and environmentally sustainable 

solution which encourages a potential Product-Service System.  
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The company currently have a well-built infrastructure, such as a big warehouse located 

close to the head office and channels to reaching out to end users and retailers to gain a 

higher level of information and customer relations. The common view of the importance 

of environmental issues within the company provides the opportunity to move forward as 

a whole organization and not exclusively on management command. The company also 

recognizes the fact that the common awareness of the environmental issue is rising and 

that more people value a solution that is as environmentally sustainable as possible.  
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7 Implementation of a circular concept 

In this chapter, some additional insights are presented which are combined with previous 

results and developed into a suggested solution. The suggested solution is then further 

explained, visualised and discussed. 

7.1 Incitements for a circular business model 

The LCA of the current offering initiates the passiveness of the product (Lindahl, 2006). 

The problematics of performing changes in the production due to distance and lack of 

time and information encourages finding solutions in the late phase of the solution. The 

greatest source of environmental impact lies in the production of material for the steel 

container, which implies a circulating solution where the material is used again instead 

of producing completely new products in the same extent.  

Insights exploring the feasibility of a refilling concept is given by a study visit at a 

company that refills fire extinguishers almost exclusively for companies. This company 

will be referred to as Service company 1. It is clear that the operating steps are few and 

quite simple. Further, the procedure does not require much, nor expensive, equipment. 

The space needed is limited as well. All information conducted from the study visit can 

be viewed in Appendix 6 – Study visit service shop. 

Another source, which will be called Service company 2, is a Swedish fire safety service 

company which also refills fire extinguishers. The service includes complete 

reconditioning of damaged fire extinguishers including both refilling, blasting and 

repainting. The service performs blasting both inside and outside of the container in case 

of rust or extensively damaged surface. The repainting is done on both blasted and non-

blasted extinguishers in case of scratches or unevenness’s in the lacquer.  

Table 19 shows insights and estimations, which are used in the cost calculations for the 

two alternatives for the suggested solution. The calculations are showed in Table 20 and 

Table 21. 

Table 19 – Estimated costs and amounts 

Type of 

estimation 

Service 

company 1 

Service 

company 2 

The case 

company 

Used value Motivation 

Labour cost 
(SEK/hour) 

- 340 300 320 Mean value of 
the two 

suggestions 

Time for 
refilling 
(minutes) 

7-8 (15-20 if 
the container 
is not empty) 

6-7 minutes 
(up to 60 if it 
includes 
emptying, 
blasting and 
repainting of 

the containers) 

120 20 Speaking to 
two 
independent 
service 
technicians 
describing the 

process, 20 
minutes is an 
estimation 
including 
occasional 
repainting. 
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Type of 

estimation 

Service 

company 1 

Service 

company 2 

The case 

company 

Used value Motivation 

Nitrogen cost 
(SEK/litre) 

- 15-75 - 45 Mean value 

Amount of 
nitrogen (litre) 

- - - 0.089 Calculated 
through the 
ideal gas law 

Powder cost 

(SEK/kg) 

40-60  25-100  14.4 14.4 The case 

company are 
going to 
follow through 
the refilling 
which makes 
their 

estimation 
mostly likely. 

Transportation 
cost Mölndal 
to retailer on 
pallet 
(SEK/product) 

- - 2.40 (to a 
close 
destination) 

7 Estimation 

Transportation 

cost Mölndal 
to end user 
(SEK/product) 

- - 59 59 The current 

cost for 
domestic 
business 
packages  

Transportation 
cost end user 
to Mölndal 

(SEK/product) 

- - 59 59 The current 
cost for 
domestic 

business 
packages 

O-rings 
(SEK/ring) 

- - - 0.5 Estimation 

Purchase of 
powder 
machine 
SEK/machine 

60,000-80,000 75,000-
100,000 
(mediocre 
quality) 

250,000-
300,000 (good 
quality) 

- - This 
parameter will 
not be used in 
the calculation 

Maximal age 
for a fire 
extinguisher 
(years) 

20  20  - 20 Based on two 
independent 
service 
technicians 

Paint 

(SEK/product)  

- 10-25 - 17,5 Mean value 

Refilled 
extinguisher/ 
year 

- 2,500 - - This 
parameter will 
not be used in 
the calculation 

 

In chapter 6, the customer and provider opportunities are conducted which gives 

incitements for the shaping of the suggested solution. These opportunities include 

provider values (see 6.4) and customer opportunities such as the ability of reuse/recycle, 

maintaining the product and always having a functioning fire extinguisher (6.2). The 

product characteristics (see 4.4) implies quality and decent function, which ensures the 

possibility of refilling a fire extinguisher. There are opportunities of the Company 
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characteristics (4.3) which possibly simplifies changes within the business. It is preferred 

to view the above referenced sections to view incentives, which affects the suggested 

solution described in the next section. 

7.2 Suggested solution 

Following chapter describes the suggested solution which consists of two different 

alternatives with slightly different output. The reason for the partitioning is to include a 

wider range of different actors and what could affect the offering regarding value creation 

and financial aspects. The suggestion includes cost calculations, actors’ maps and 

Product-Service Blueprints for each alternative for visualising the solution. 

1. End user buys a fire extinguisher through the channels existing today (website or 

retailers)  

2. End user registers the fire extinguisher on the website. Through this, information 

of when to check the fire extinguisher and also fire safety in general can reach the 

end users.  

3. If the end user uses the fire extinguisher within 5 years in an emergency, the safety 

guarantee is used  

4. The fire extinguisher is triggered by mistake, used after 5 years or have reached 

ten years in use. The end user gets informed that it is time to change the powder 

of the product or they realize that the product has to be refilled. 

5. Read either “Through retailer” 7.2.1 or “Internally managed” 7.2.2 

7.2.1 Alternative 1 – Through retailer 

This section describes what happens in the case the suggested offering goes through the 

retailer. This scenario is visualized as a Product-Service Blueprint in Figure 14. 

1. The end user brings the old or used fire extinguisher to a retailer store.  

2. The retailer checks the fire extinguisher for big defects such as irregularity on the 

surface. 

3. The end users buy a new fire extinguisher in the same store and receives a discount 

from the case company. 

4. The retailer stores the old or used fire extinguishers until a pallet is filled. Then, 

the pallet will be sent to the warehouse in Mölndal. 

5. The fire extinguishers are refilled and possible repainted by a service technician 

working at the case company in Mölndal. Thereafter the fire extinguishers get a 

new packaging.  

6. The refilled and served products are sold again in a condition as new. 

Table 20 – Cost calculation for Alternative 1 – Through retailer 

Material Amount Unit Consumption Amount Unit 

Powder 14.4 SEK/kg Labour hour/extinguisher 20 Minutes 

O-ring 0.5 SEK/p Labour cost 320 SEK/hour 

Paint 17 SEK/painted extinguisher Powder/extinguisher 6 kg 

Valve 5 SEK/p O-rings 2 p 

Nitrogen 45 SEK/litre Nitrogen 0.1 litre 

Head 30 SEK/p    
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Summary   Occasional task   

Tot. material cost 105.2 SEK Changing "head" 30% of the time 

Tot. labour cost 106.7 SEK Changing valve 10% of the time 

Transportation cost 7 SEK Repainting 25% of the time 

Tot. cost 218.8 SEK    

 

 

Figure 14 – Product-Service Blueprint describing the offering when going through 

retailer 

7.2.2 Alternative 2 – Internally managed 

This section describes what happens in the case the suggested offering being internally 

managed. This scenario is visualized as a Product-Service Blueprint in Figure 15Figure 

14. 

1. The end user enters the website and buys a “refill of fire extinguisher”. 

2. The case company sends a new/refilled fire extinguisher to the customer. 

3. The customer collects the fire extinguisher at a post office and at the same time 

puts the old one in the package. A return form is attached to the package and the 

old extinguisher can be sent to The case company.  

4. The fire extinguishers are refilled and possible repainted by a service technician 

working at the case company in Mölndal. Thereafter the fire extinguishers get a 

new packaging.  

5. The refilled and served products are sold again in a condition as new. 
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Table 21 – Cost calculation for Alternative 2 – Internally managed 

Material Amount Unit Consumption Amount Unit 

Powder 14.4 SEK/kg Labour hour/extinguisher 20 Minutes 

O-ring 0.5 SEK/p Labour cost 320 SEK/hour 

Paint 17 SEK/painted extinguisher Powder/extinguisher 6 kg 

Valve 5 SEK/p O-rings 2 p 

Nitrogen 45 SEK/litre Nitrogen 0.1 litre 

Head 30 SEK/p    

      

Summary   Occasional task   

Tot. material cost 105.2 SEK Changing "head" 30% of the time 

Tot. labour cost 106.7 SEK Changing valve 10% of the time 

Transportation cost 118 SEK Repainting 25% of the time 

Tot. cost 329.8 SEK    

 

 

Figure 15 – Product-Service Blueprint describing the offering when being internally 

managed 

Actors maps describing the suggested solution in both cases can be seen in Appendix 4 – 

Actors maps. 
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7.3 Discussion 

7.3.1 The overall suggestion 

From the interviews and other information such as study visit it is clear that there is a 

practical possibility of refilling fire extinguishers. It is important to emphasize that the 

suggestion core lies within refilling and circulating material. The two alternatives given 

are example of possible course of action that could gain the company but are not 

thoroughly evaluated due to time limits. The suggestions, however, might provide 

information and communication paths between the case company and the end user which 

gives the opportunity to improve the product development process at the company 

(Matschewsky, 2015).  

The Product-Service Blueprints is a visual explanation using formalized symbolic 

language (Tukker, 2015) and originates from Service Blueprint which is helpful when 

describing the offering to different actors involved in providing it (Fließ et al., 2002; 

Geum, 2011a). The method could, however, appear complex and confusing for someone 

not used to Service Blueprints since there are a range of different areas and lines. There 

are several options of tools for designing PSS’s (Tukker, 2015) which might be 

considered more intuitive (Biege et al., 2012) and therefore more suitable as a tool for a 

company that is transitioning towards PSS offerings.  

The company already holds a lot of useful infrastructure which should be used to make 

the suggestions reasonable from a profitable perspective (Matschewsky, 2015). 

Circulating the extinguishers decreases the distance to the intended market (Scandinavia) 

for the extinguishers being refilled. Some might argue that there are reasons for not having 

a more extensive stock then necessary for e.g. reasons of costs of inventory (Meixell et 

al., 2015). However, refillable fire extinguishers could work as a safety stock to deliver 

the solutions with decreased time to market if uncertainties as changing customer demand 

and sudden change in performance of the manufacturer occurs (Janssens et al., 2018).  

During the workshop, the employees at the case company expressed their doubt of a 

refilling solution that could be profitable (6.5) which in some sense was proven to be a 

fair assumption through the cost calculations. This calculation is made roughly due to 

limitation of time and excludes factors such as the cost of needed equipment and are based 

on several estimations. However, since Alternative 1 are, according to the rough cost 

calculation, the most profitable alternative of the two, the case company might use this 

information to investigate further alternatives that might make even more business sense 

financially.  

The suggested solution is conceptual and not enough detailed to be implemented. It needs 

further evaluation and development in order to be fully implementable.  

Aspects in the suggestions related to improvement of different provider values can be 

seen in Table 22. 

The suggestion meets the customer opportunities (chapter 6.2) through the reuse of 

material and providing information on how the product shall be maintained. The 

suggestion also reminds the end user when the extinguisher preferably is going to be 

refilled or substituted and provides an easy and competitive solution. This increases the 

chance of end users having functioning fire extinguishers. The improved customer 

opportunities are listed in Table 23. 
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Table 22 – Improved provider value through the suggestions 

Example from suggestion Improved provider value 

The circulation of fire extinguishers makes it possible to rapidly provide 
solutions with shorter time to market. 

Time to market 

Refilling fire extinguishers saves material and processes and is therefore 
more environmentally friendly. 

Environmental 

The suggestions tie the end user to the company and/or retailers and 
provides new paths for direct communication (while they are registered 

for example). 

Customer relations, 
information 

The case company already have a practically located warehouse with big 
capacity, good relationships with retailers and a website where end users 
already are supposed to register for the Safety guarantee. The case 
company already have educated service technicians in their organization. 

Infrastructure 

It does not require much nor expensive equipment to start refilling fire 
extinguishers and the needed space for the process is small.  

Monetary 

 

Table 23 – Improved customer opportunity through the suggestion 

Example from suggestion Improved customer 

opportunity 

Through this system, it is possible for an end user to reuse the product and 
also get a reused product with the same function as a newly produced product. 

Reusable/recyclable 
product 

The registration and therefore the possibility of direct contact to the case 

company provides information regarding maintenance of the product. 

Easy to maintain 

The end users always have a new fire extinguisher the moment they leave the 
old product either at the post office or in at a retailer. Also, the information 
provided by the case company regarding maintenance enables discovering 
defected products. 

Always a functioning 
fire extinguisher at 
home 

 

The time aspect regarding this specific product is rather long and therefore relevant to 

discuss. The extinguishers are recommended to be refilled or substituted every tenth year 

due to safety and product reliability. This provides a risk of changed product design 

during this time which can result in changed spare parts or that the machines used for 

refilling no longer are compatible. Another risk according to this time span is the 

possibility of changes in customer demand and preferences which should be considered 

in an early design phase in order to avoid those issues (Matschewsky, 2016). By having 

a continuous communication and relation to the end users, such patterns can be detected.  

Another obstacle that needs consideration is a rebound effect related to the handling of 

the solution (Tukker, 2004). If the end user knows that the refilling is an “exchange 

system” where no extinguisher comes back to the same household twice, the treatment of 

the extinguisher might not be as considerate as if the end user owns the product 

throughout its lifecycle. This could result in a larger number of damaged extinguishers 

than is necessary. 

7.3.2 Through retailer 

As a solution to the recently mentioned rebound effect, the retailer influenced suggestion 

could involve a quick check of the product while it is returned to the store to see if there 

are any major damages. If the conditions from the case company are clear regarding the 

expected and approved state of the product, then this would be a chance to reject those 

fire extinguishers that are too damaged to refill and therefore avoid the handling cost. 
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Hence, to make this possible, it requires outstanding communications between the case 

company and their retailers. 

Collaborating with retailers is an effective way of reaching the end users. Still, it is an 

uncertainty being dependent on another company if they would decide not to sell the 

solutions any longer. Another discussable topic is that keeping inventory is usually a cost 

(Meixell, 2015) which is a disadvantage for the retailers. The time to fill a pallet of 

returned fire extinguishers is unknown. However, being a retailer and a part of this 

suggestion could provide loyal customers buying a new identical fire extinguisher from 

their store, weather it is purchased on the internet or in the store. This might also provide 

potential customers to other items in the store while they visit.  

One significant difference in the two cost calculations are the transporting cost.  

Transporting a pallet is significantly cheaper than sending the goods by postal package. 

Empty or used extinguishers are sent from the retailer to Mölndal and when refilled goes 

back to retailers through the ordinary planned transport. It is, however, uncertain how 

many used extinguishers that fits onto a pallet which is affecting the assumption of this 

cost.  

Opportunities and uncertainties are viewed in Table 24. 

Table 24 – Detected opportunities and uncertainties when going through a retailer 

Opportunity Uncertainty 

Ability to check for damaged products Being dependent on retailers 

A accessible way of reaching end users Retailers are forced to keep extra inventory 

Binding end users into a service offering that 
encourages them to go to the stores 

The time which it takes to fill a pallet with fire 
extinguishers 

A low cost sending products on pallets Going through a retailer results in less direct 
contact with end users for the case company 

7.3.3 Internally managed 

Having control of the entire offering without involving retailers could result in less costs 

as the differences in prices disappear. However, the case company is today dependent on 

their retailers thus, they generate the most of the profits. Managing a refilling business 

without involving the retailers might cause them to compete with themselves. Also, 

sending postage packages is very expensive and makes a significant difference in the 

calculation. 

Further, having control facilitates closer, customer relations and simplifies the 

communication route towards end users (Matschewsky, 2015) which is also seen in the 

comparison of the Product-Service Blueprints (see Figure 14 and Figure 15). Information 

would naturally go both ways; the case company by using the website and the end users 

by calling or e-mailing. A company that increases the control of its business increases the 

possibility for availability for customers and by enhancing employees knowledge of the 

solution and customer relation skills, information might flow effectively (Tukker, 2015). 

This way of managing the offering enables internet shopping, i.e. the end user buys the 

solution from the internet and pick up the extinguisher at a post office. The e-commerce 

has increased in recent years (SCB, 2017) and provides convenience, control, variety and 

enjoyment for the customers (Akram, 2018; Ebinesan, 2018). However, there are still 

several perceived uncertainties among customers regarding e-commerce such as privacy 

or security (Akram, 2018).  
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Irregularities in a fire extinguishers material, on the surface or internally, makes it 

disabled for refilling and further use. There is a risk of receiving unusable fire 

extinguishers from the end users since the lack of possibility of checking the products. 

Hence, the price payed by the end users for a refilled fire extinguisher should include 

expected waste to cover these costs. Another possible uncertainty is the end user not 

sending the old extinguisher back to the case company but instead gets rid of it since they 

receive a new extinguisher before they need to send the old back. This might be unlikely 

since the end user regardless needs to visit a post office and an alternative discard of a 

fire extinguisher might be troubling.  

Opportunities and uncertainties regarding the internally managed part of the suggestion 

is seen in Table 25. 

Table 25 – Opportunities and uncertainties internally managed suggestion 

Opportunity Uncertainty 

No price difference to the retailers Risk for compete themselves 

Direct contact with end users The number of damaged and unusable containers 

Enables internet shopping The number of extinguishers reaching the 
warehouse 

 Expensive to send postage package 

7.4 Conclusions 

The suggested solution is based on refilling and reusing of fire extinguishers to circulate 

material. This is accordingly to the result of the Life cycle assessment of the current 

offering, which thereby aim to reduce the environmental impact of the solution. The 

refilling process is cheap to implement and the procedure is simple.  

Circulating the extinguisher maintain the solution close to the company and the refilling 

can reduce the solutions’ time to market which makes it easier to fulfil the end users’ 

expectations. The suggested approaches, and especially the internally managed, provides 

a closer relationship to the end users, which can result in provider values such as 

information and customer relations.  

The current infrastructure such as website, a warehouse with great capacity and educated 

service technicians benefits the suggested solution. However, there are uncertainties such 

as internal competition and what option should be more beneficial: e-commerce or selling 

through retailer. The cost is also an issue to consider in order to make it implementable. 

Therefore, the suggested solution should not be considered optimal, but should be further 

investigated to implement a refilling solution.  
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8 Environmental comparison between 
current and suggested offering 

8.1 Results and comparison between the Life cycle 
assessments 

To validate result in 7.2, a new LCA is conducted. The new LCA is based on data from 

the first LCA, however a few transportations, use of spare parts and use scenario is 

assumed. More data from the LCA is presented in Appendix 7 – Environmental impact 

of suggested offering. 

When comparing the two offerings, the circular offering showed an apparent decrease in 

environmental burden in all categories, about 25% (see Figure 16). The decrease in GWP 

equals 14 kg CO2 equivalents. Table 26 is a tool for interpreting forthcoming figures in 

this chapter.  

Table 26 – Impact categories acronyms 

Impact categories Acronym 

Acidification potential AP 

Eutrophication potential EP 

Global warming potential GWP 

Photochemical oxidation creation potential POCP 

Ozone-depleting gases ODG 

Abiotic resource depletion ARD 

Abiotic depletion, fossil fuels AD 

 

 

Figure 16 – Chart comparing the circular and the traditional offering in emissions 
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Figure 17 compares the allocation of emissions between life cycle phases at the traditional 

and the circular offering. From chart it is clear that the emissions from the end of life 

treatment and transportation remains about the same, a percent more or less, while the 

emissions from production drop close to 20%.  

 

Figure 17 – Comparing the GWP emissions from traditional and circular offering 

As seen in Figure 18, the production of the circular offering is the same as the traditional, 

therefore, the emissions from the first life cycle is the same for both offerings. However, 

comparing the first and second life cycle the benefits of a circular approach is clear. Figure 

19 shows the difference in emissions between the first and second use phase. 
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Figure 18 – Flowchart of kg CO2-eq. emissions during the life cycle including two fire 

extinguishers. Processes contributing to less than 5% of the total emissions are hidden 

and material going to recycle contributes to zero emissions due to delimitations 

 

 

Figure 19 – Comparison between the emissions in production for the first and second use 

phase of the circular offering 
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8.2 Discussion 

The result of the comparison of the current and the suggested offering is positive in the 

sense of a decreasing impact of every category by over 20%. Considering the offering is 

product-oriented, this is in the upper segment of what is expected from that type of 

offering (Tukker, 2004).  

Most of the changes in the suggested offering compared to the current are made in the 

later phase of the product life cycle due to the limited freedom of changes in the 

production phase. Therefore a lot of time is spent on the later phases throughout the 

process which lacks a holistic perspective encouraged in a LCA (ISO, 1997). In the sense 

of PSS, holistic planning is a factor which could contribute to a successful offering 

(Lindahl, 2014) which in this case becomes limited from the beginning of the process.  

The accuracy of the data in the inventory phase influences the result of the LCA (ISO, 

1997) and since the suggested solution is conceptual, a lot of assumptions had to be made. 

Therefore, the result of the comparison should be considered conceptual as well. Worth 

noting is that since the production phase is considered unchanged in the suggested 

offering, related assumptions would not affect the result of the comparison. However, 

research from the construction business describes uncertainties in making assumptions 

related to the end of life phase and states that it can have a significant impact of the result 

of an LCA (Sandin et al., 2014). 

As mentioned in chapter 5.2, recycling is cut-off from the system boundaries. This 

consideration impacts the distinction between the two assessments since the current 

offering goes through two end-of-life phases during the time span of 20 years while the 

suggested offering only goes through one. This makes the end-of-life treatment of the 

current offering more beneficial due to more material being recycled. Since this recycled 

material is not substituting the extracted raw material within the investigated life cycle, 

one can argue that the benefits of recycling should be allocated to another system where 

recycled material is used as an input. However, parts of the material used in the production 

does originate from recycled material, which is considered in the production phase. 

One of the biggest contributors to the environmental impact is the powder, as discussed 

in 5.2. Since the powder cannot be reused for safety reasons, it is an unavoidable source 

of impact. However, there are actors which business is to provide cost- and energy 

efficient production of Monoammonium Phosphate (EasyMining, 2019), which could be 

considered. Some fire safety actors do recycle the powder, but the outcome only goes to 

training facilities for fire fighters and similar, which is outside of the system boundaries.  

The transportation of the product, spare parts and powder contributes to a noticeable 

amount of the impact of the suggested offering, see Figure 18. By moving the production 

closer to the end users (Scandinavia), this factor could be decreased.  

When locating significant issues in the late phase of an LCA, one issue could be the 

determination of impact categories, according to ISO14043 (2000). Since ISO14040 

(1997) states that an interpretation of the result should be transparent, it is assumed that 

analysing several impact categories should encourage objectivity and extended 

perspective when finding the significant issues.  

The functional unit is chosen to account the whole cylinder life span, hence the 20 years. 

An alternative could be comparing a circulated fire extinguishers second use phase with 

the use of a newly produced. However, this would result in a much greater environmental 
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benefit, because of the lack of production allocation. When widening the timespan, both 

production cycles is included and thus is all accompanied production assessed. 

8.3 Conclusion 

By circulating material through reusing and thereby prolonging its lifetime, the 

environmental impact decreases notably, mainly because of the decrease of needed 

material to be manufactured. The result, however, is based on partly assumptions, which 

undoubtedly affects the numbers. Possibly changes in other phases of the solutions life 

cycle other than the end of life should be investigated to embrace the positive effects of a 

holistic view.  

Substituting the extinguishing agent, which production is rather energy consuming, would 

decrease the overall impact. Additionally, the agent and spare parts need extensive 

transportation, which could be improved for further decrease of environmental burden.  
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9 What makes a circular solution 
sustainable and implementable 

This chapter describes theory from the literature study that suggests approaches, which 

should lead to implementable and sustainable solutions in the context of PSS. The theory 

is then discussed to highlight potential contradictions and ambiguities. 

9.1 Results from literature study 

Going towards a circular economy is a way of reducing resource depletion (Ghisellini, 

2016) by, for example design out waste (EM Foundation, 2013) or find value in intangible 

services (Tukker, 2004). This can be managed by going towards a service-oriented 

offering where the incentive for the provider changes from selling products to offer 

services. Spare parts or new material then becomes costs for the provider (Tukker, 2015) 

which becomes an incitement for resource efficiency. To avoid the risk of improving one 

part of a solution and thereby risk the expense of another crucial part of the system, a life 

cycle perspective is important (Kjaer, 2019). 

“Product oriented” is one of eight types of PSS according to Tukker (2004). It is 

characterized as a tangible rather than intangible PSS because of the need of the physical 

product to provide the offering. As well as other PSS’s, it is not implied that the 

environmentally sustainable effect is positive (de Jesus Pacheco, 2019; Kjaer, 2019) but 

the level of included tangible product impairs its ability of reducing environmental impact 

radically. However, there are several aspects to consider when going towards a PSS 

business model that determines the ideal type of PSS considering the existing business 

and organisation. For example, market value and production costs of the PSS as well as 

investments needed or ability to capture value is important to consider before deciding 

ideal business model (Tukker, 2004). It can be crucial for companies to use already 

existing infrastructure to financially manage the transition towards a PSS (Matschewsky, 

2015). Further, radical re-design of business models usually face opposition from the 

existing customers and end users and any support functions will have to change as well 

(Tukker, 2006). A PSS affects multiple actors and departments of an organization and the 

transition needs to follow through as a close collaboration within the firm as well as with 

customers and external partners (Tan, 2010). Also, a common mindset within the 

organization towards a PSS transitioning is a challenge which is important to overcome 

(Martinez, 2010). Implementing a product oriented offering provides the least radical 

change and is probably the easiest to implement in a product-centred company (Tukker, 

2004). 

Kjaer et al. (Kjaer, 2019) highlights three resource reduction aims for companies and four 

enablers to transition towards a resource decoupling with economic growth. In this thesis, 

two of these aims is relevant because fire extinguishers are passive products (Lindahl, 

2006). The aim “Reduce the need for producing the product” and “Displace more resource 

intensive systems” is linked with the enablers “Product Longevity”, “Intensified product 

usage” and “Product system substitutions”. The literature suggests moving the business 

towards the reduction aims mentioned, and through them reach resource decoupling. The 

enabler “Product longevity” can be implemented by aftersales services like care taking  

and potential upgrading which might lead to products being used for a longer period and 
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thus prolonging their lifetime. This includes remanufacturing for upgrading or simply 

rebuilding the product to a condition meeting or exceeding its original condition (Sundin, 

2005) and is a way to fulfil customer needs with both products and services (Tukker, 

2015). A way to implement “Product system substitutions” could be through an after-

sales take-back service to enable product parts and materials to enter into new applications 

where they substitute other product and materials (Kjaer, 2019).  

A common pitfall to avoid is rebound effects, which is a phenomenon that occur as 

increased consumption as a result of efficiency (Goedkoop, 1999; Hertwich, 2005). When 

efficiency goes up, the price of the product or service drops and money previously saved 

can be spent on other consumables (Hertwich, 2005). The positive effects of the efficiency 

do thereby no longer have a positive environmental effect.  

9.2 Discussion 

Weather a PSS is implementable depends on the circumstances and the type of company 

(de Jesus Pacheco, 2019). Since the responsibility of the product/service often transfers 

from the end users to the provider to a greater extent compared to a traditional product 

sale (Matschewsky, 2016), the provider has to evaluate the uncertainties more thoroughly 

to create offerings that is valuable in the long run (Kumar et al., 2012). Since different 

types of PSS are considered to impact the environment differently (Tukker, 2004) and the 

existing difference in prerequisites between different companies (de Jesus Pacheco, 2019) 

creates a trade-off which also requires an evaluation of the company and existing 

uncertainties. Also, different types of products holds different product life cycles and an 

active product, for example, usually contributes to environmental impact to a greater 

extent during its use phase compared to a passive one (Lindahl, 2006), which also needs 

to be considered. As mentioned, it is not implied that a PSS is per se environmentally 

friendly (Kjaer, 2019) which makes it really important to not only chose a type of PSS 

but also evaluate the actual impact difference.  

Considering the potential rebound effects, the importance of including a holistic 

perspective is crucial. Saving assets and income by, for example, reusing material could 

enable a lower price for the end user and thereby increase competitive aspects in the 

market. Cheaper products could result in increased consumption for end users 

(Goedkoop, 1999) which is a direct rebound effect called income effect (Hertwich, 2005). 

Tukker (2004) describes the market value of both tangible and intangible parts of a PSS 

as a key element and argues the importance of providing value to the end user (Tukker, 

2015). By saving assets, e.g. by resource efficiency, a company can use savings to achieve 

increased intangible customer value in the offering. This would result in an offering, 

which has a positive effect on the environmental impact, still holds the same price as 

before to avoid increased consumption but is considered having increased customer value.  

Research points out the challenge of changing the mindset from ownership towards use 

often occurs in the own organisation as well as other actors involved (de Jesus Pacheco, 

2019; Sundin et al., 2009). A learning network could gain the challenges when 

transitioning towards PSS through shared experience and knowledge (Sundin, 2009). This 

also includes contacts with researcher, which then enters a mutual learning accompanied 
by the companies of how challenges could be undertaken.  

Kjaer et al. (Kjaer, 2019) mentions requirements for absolute resource decoupling. When 

aiming for product longevity, the requirement “Ensure net resource reduction” is ensuring 
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that the same demand is fulfilled while using fewer resources. Factors like technological 

and perceived obsolescence counteracts this intention, making products being discarded 

despite still functioning. Another requirement to consider when both prolonging product 

lifetime and intensifying product usage, is “Avoid burden shifting between life cycle 

stages”. When prolonging product lifetime or intensifying product usage it often requires 

a higher product quality which leads to product design for higher durability. This may 

result in higher resource demand, which makes the environmental burden shift. It is 

therefore important to ensure that the needed increase in durability makes up for the 

increased resource consumption. To prolong product lifetime, remanufacturing is 

sometimes required in addition to a product design of high durability (Kjaer, 2019; 

Sundin, 2005). But to enable the remanufacturing to be efficient, the product must possess 

some of the product properties preferable when remanufacturing (Sundin, 2005). 

9.3 Conclusion 

What is implementable and sustainable depends on the individual occasion and the actors 

involved. Choosing the type of PSS that is most environmentally friendly does not 

exclusively implies successful results since the feasibility in the specific situation needs 

consideration. Since PSS generally implies higher responsibility, the awareness of 

uncertainties is crucial. A common aim within the organisation and a shared mindset 

towards the basics of PSS is a common obstacle to overcome when transitioning towards 

PSS.  

To move towards resource reduction within the business makes it important to consider 

the contemporary needs and systems. Following the framework towards absolute 

decoupling might give guidance in potential possibilities. It is important to see to the 

existing product and see which resource reduction is suitable. When implementing the 

chosen enablers, one should use the requirements to avoid common pitfalls. Using a life 

cycle perspective, especially early in the process, helps avoiding great costs and 

environmental burdens later in the product development.  
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10 Concluding discussion 

Since fire safety is depending on having the required solution close at hand to act fast 

when there is an emergency, the suggested solution is considered product-related 

(Tukker, 2004). This type of PSS is predicted to improve the environmental sustainability 

only incremental (20% at its best) or in worst case, nothing at all (Tukker, 2004). 

However, product-related PSS is considered easier to implement in an existing business 

model compared to highly integrated PSS. Further, the results from the LCAs shows the 

potential reduced amount of climate change to be up to 23% mostly through the decrease 

of material use. This implies that the suggestion is contributing to Circular Economy 

(Kjaer, 2019) which could be motivated by the CE-principle “design out waste” (EM 

Foundation, 2013). The cost calculations are roughly assessed and several factors were 

not included, such as the price of equipment needed for the refilling process. The result  

of these rough cost calculations, however, is rather high which implies that rebound 

effects are not likely to occur since the price needs to stay at a similar level as the current 

purchase price (Goedkoop, 1999). This entails the importance of value creation to give 

the end users incitements for investing in the solution (Tukker, 2004, 2015).  

Lindahl, Sundin et al. (2014) recommends a holistic planning when developing and 

providing a PSS. This thesis is rather constrained from the start since the suggestion is 

delimited from the production phase. Providing a PSS requires a range of different 

considerations to be successful (Martinez, 2010) and provide value (Matschewsky, 2016) 

which in turn requires a thorough investigation of the current situation. Several aspects 

(status quo, company characteristics, customer value, provider value) are included in the 

process but the time frame of the thesis reduces the width of the research. This appears in 

the suggested solution, which needs to be more specified and further evaluated in order 

to be implemented. The suggested solution’s core, however, lies within refilling and 

circulating material which has been proven possible through this thesis in a theoretical 

sense. 
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11 Conclusions 

Through this thesis, a circular economy-based solution for a fire extinguisher which 

designs out waste is found. It is proven through the study that it decreases several 

environmental impact categories compared to the current solution. The suggested offering 

is developed by capturing both customer and provider value which resulted in a product-

oriented product-service system. Since the time frame obstructs the process, the solution 

holds uncertainties and unfulfilled aspects. The suggested solution is based on a refilling 

process for circulating material which is proven through the thesis to be theoretically 

feasible, hence needs consideration to be implementable in reality. The theory used in the 

work has throughout the process contributed to an analysis that enables discussion and 

lead towards conclusions related to the case and the process. 

11.1 The present solution’s environmental impact 

The extinguishing agent contributes to the biggest environmental burden in total 

throughout the impact categories. The steel affects the Global Warming Potential the 

most, but stands for less than 1% of the total impact in one category. An unexpected result 

is the head which contributes to a large impact due to the brass. Especially in the 

categories Abiotic Resource Depletion and Eutrophication Potential, where it is one of 

the biggest causes of emissions. The environmental impact from transportation is 

noticeable, but contributes to an overall small impact. 

11.2 Improvement opportunities extracted from the 
customers’ and providers’ obtained values in the 
present solution 

The value of a product-service system is encouraged by the end users through 

implications of a demand for a functioning yet easily maintained product which should 

be environmentally sustainable. The provider possesses infrastructure which creates the 

opportunity to gain other values. Through a common mindset within the organisation 

regarding environmental issues, a transition towards a circular-based solution is 

facilitated.  

11.3 A more resource efficient, circular, environmentally 
friendly and value creating solution compared to 
the present business model 

A solution based on refilling fire extinguishers would circulate material and thereby 

design out waste. The refilling process is simple and does not requires extensive 

equipment. The solution provides a shortening of the time-to-market and encourages a 

closer relationship to end users as well as it is, through this thesis, proven to be more 

environmentally sustainable compared to the current offering. There are, however, 

practical uncertainties of the solutions performance and financial costs that needs to be 

further investigated. 
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11.4 Aspects that makes a circular solution sustainable 
and implementable 

Keeping a holistic perspective throughout the development process and maintaining an 

awareness of uncertainties within an PSS providing organization facilitates an effective 

solution. The ability to implement a circular solution and how it should be carried through 

is dependent on the specific case and situation, hence different solutions are feasible in 

different organizations. The solution should tend to customer needs and a shared mindset 

through the providing organization are beneficial.  
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12 Future recommendations 

The recommendations in this chapter are mainly addressed to the case company although 

they are also usable in scientific means as they disclose what might improve the result of 

the study.  

12.1 Environmental sustainability related 
recommendations 

The production of extinguishing agent (powder) is very energy consuming and this 

contributes extensively to the environmental impact of the solution. The recommendation 

is to investigate alternative processes with less energy consumption and thereby reducing 

the impact.  

By moving the production closer to the end users, environmental impact caused by 

transportation will decrease. This could create a possible opportunity to refill the 

extinguishers more effectively by using the production line. A closer production would 

also gain the provider value “time-to-market” compared to today since the time of 

transportation would decrease.  

The use of brass in the product is contributing to the resource depletion according to the 

life cycle assessment of today. Finding alternative material that is more environmentally 

sustainable and replace the brass would contribute to less impact of the product in total.  

12.2 Organizational recommendations 

The common mindset within the organization regarding the importance of 

environmentally related issues is obvious. Our recommendation is to take advantage of 

this common insight and encourage ideas of how environmental sustainability could 

result in other values. To do this, it is useful to further investigate the Environmental 

provider value (Matschewsky, 2016) to understand the subject to teach others.  

An unexplored opportunity in this thesis is an existing cooperation between the case 

company and service facilities which maintains and refills extinguishers for the 

professional market. A widened cooperation with such partners could be an opportunity 

for the refilling business for private end users as well and should be further investigated. 

Such investigation could also result in a learning network which can provide knowledge 

when transitioning towards PSS. It is also recommended to involve university research 

for advice and knowledge. 

Aim for more frequent communication with end users in order to gain more information 

when developing better solutions with higher value.  

12.3 Other recommendations 

Our recommendation is to evaluate all costs in the current cost calculation to obtain a 

more accurate result. Further, expand the cost calculation and count in costs from the 

entire process such as machinery costs. This would give guidance towards a suitable 

design for a PSS.  
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Appendix 1 – Flowchart LCA 
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Appendix 2 – Questionnaire customer 
value (Swedish) 

 

Frågor  Kommentar  

Har du en brandsläckare hemma?  Varför/varför inte  

Var förvarar du den?  Varför  

Vad tittar du efter när du köper en 

brandsläckare?  

(design, pris, funktion?)  
 

Vilken funktion ser du att en brandsläckare 

har?  

(funktion, design?)  

Finns det andra funktioner eller egenskaper 

som påverkar ditt val av brandsläckare? 

Finns det andra funktioner eller egenskaper som 
skulle få dig att vilja köpa en viss typ av 
brandsläckare? 

Finns det något som gör att du inte köper en 

brandsläckare?  

Vad i konceptet brandsläckare borde kunna 
förbättras? Varför? (försök tolka outcome)  

Hur mycket vet du om skillnader mellan olika 

brandsläckare? 

 

Vad tror du kan påverka priset mellan olika 

brandsläckare?  

 

Underhåller du din brandsläckare på något 

sätt?  

Hur? Varför?  

Vet du vad du ska göra med en förbrukad 

brandsläckare?  

Vad gör du med en förbrukad brandsläckare?  
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Appendix 3 – Survey customer 
opportunity (Swedish) 

Intro: 

Hej! Tack för att du tar dig tid att hjälpa oss med vårt examensarbete. Syftet med det här 

formuläret är att vi ska få en förståelse för vad användare värderar när de ska köpa, köper 

och har köpt en brandsläckare. Vi är även intresserade av hur väl du tycker eller tror att 

olika egenskaper redan är uppfyllda idag. Med informationen vi får genom detta kommer 

vi kunna urskilja de allra bästa möjligheterna för produktutveckling av brandsläckare! 

Fråga Svarsalternativ  

Har du en eller flera 

brandsläckare i hemmet? 

Ja, Nej, Vet ej Ja = 60 

Nej = 44 
Vet ej =  

Om ja, var du delaktig i köpet av 

brandsläckaren? 

Ja, Nej, Vet ej Ja = 40 

Nej = 32 
Vet ej = 4 
Inget svar = 28 

 

Avsnitt 1: Innan köpet (del 1/3) 

I detta avsnitt är vi intresserade av hur du tänker och värderar olika delar av produkten 

brandsläckare när du planerar att införskaffa en. Alltså innan du befinner dig i en fysisk 

butik eller i en webbshop. Försök tänka dig in i scenariot oavsett om du har eller inte har 

köpt en brandsläckare förut. 

Fråga Svarsalternativ Medelvärde svar 

Hur viktigt är det att butiker som säljer 

brandsläckare är lätta att besöka? 

Inte alls viktigt – Mycket viktigt 
Skala 1-10 

6,79 

Tycker du att butiker som säljer 

brandsläckare idag är lätta att besöka? 

Inte alls lätta att besöka – Mycket 
lätta att besöka 
Skala 1-10 

6,82 

Hur viktigt är det att brandsläckaren 

har producerats miljövänligt? 

Inte alls viktigt – Mycket viktigt 
Skala 1-10 

6,23 

Hur miljövänlig tror du produktionen 

av brandsläckare är idag? 

Inte alls miljövänlig – Mycket 
miljövänlig 
Skala 1-10 

3,83 

Hur viktigt är det att brandsläckaren 

har producerats på ett sätt som inte 

skadat eller utnyttjat människor? 

Inte alls viktigt – Mycket viktigt 

Skala 1-10 

8,43 

Till vilken grad tror du att människor 

har utnyttjats eller kommit till skada 

under produktionen av brandsläckare 

som produceras idag? 

Till hög grad – Inte alls 

Skala 1-10 

6,38 

Hur viktigt är det att brandsläckaren 

kan återvinnas eller återanvändas i 

slutet av dess livstid? 

Inte alls viktigt – Mycket viktigt 

Skala 1-10 

7,87 

Hur väl tror du att brandsläckare 

återvinns eller återanvänds idag? 

Inte alls viktigt – Mycket viktigt 

Skala 1-10 

3,90 

Skulle det vara intressant om ett företag 

förser ditt hem kontinuerligt med en 

fungerande brandsläckare i utbyte mot 

pengar? 

Inte intressant – Högst intressant 
Skala 1-10 

5,28 

Tror du att tjänster likt den i 

föregående fråga existerar idag? 

Inte alls – I hög grad 
Skala 1-10 

5,05 
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Fråga Svarsalternativ Medelvärde svar 

Hur viktigt är det att få information om 

olika varianter av brandsläckare (t.ex. 

olika släckmedel och storlekar) 

Inte alls viktigt – Mycket viktigt 

Skala 1-10 

7,48 

Hur lättillgänglig anser du att 

informationen är idag kring olika typer 

av brandsläckare? 

Inte alls lättillgänglig – Mycket 

lättillgänglig 
Skala 1-10 

6,17 

Hur viktigt är det att en brandsläckare 

har förmågan att släcka bränder i flera 

olika slags material? 

Inte alls viktigt – Mycket viktigt 
Skala 1-10 

9,18 

Hur väl anser du att brandsläckare idag 

kan släcka bränder i flera olika 

material? 

Inte alls – Mycket väl 
Skala 1-10 

6,94 

 

Avsnitt 2: Under köp (del 2/3) 

I detta avsnitt ska köpet av en brandsläckare genomföras. Försök därför tänka dig att du 

befinner dig i en butik eller på en hemsida och fundera på hur viktiga olika egenskaper 

hos produkten är precis i skedet då du ska välja. 

Fråga Svarsalternativ Medelvärde svar 

Hur viktigt är det att 

brandsläckaren har ett lågt pris? 

Inte alls viktigt – Mycket viktigt 
Skala 1-10 

6,22 

Anser du att brandsläckare idag 

har ett lågt pris? 

Nej, de har ett högt pris idag – Ja, 
de har ett lågt pris idag 
Skala 1-10 

5,65 

Hur viktigt är det att 

brandsläckaren har ett speciellt 

varumärke? 

Inte alls viktigt – Mycket viktigt 

Skala 1-10 

3,06 

Anser du att de varumärken 

som är nödvändiga finns på 

marknaden idag? 

Nej, inte alls – Ja, helt och hållet 6,52 

Hur viktigt är det att en 

brandsläckare har förmågan att 

släcka bränder i flera olika slags 

material? 

Inte alls viktigt – Mycket viktigt 
Skala 1-10 

 8,84 

Hur väl anser du att 

brandsläckare idag kan släcka 

bränder i flera olika material? 

Inte alls väl – Mycket väl 

Skala 1-10 

6,64 

Hur viktigt är det att 

brandsläckaren har ett trevligt 

utseende? 

Inte alls viktigt – Mycket viktigt 
Skala 1-10 

5,49 

Tycker du att brandsläckare 

idag har ett trevligt utseende? 

Inte alls – Ja 
Skala 1-10 

5,92 

 

Avsnitt 3: Efter köpet (del 3/3) 

Äntligen är köpet genomfört och du har nu din brandsläckare hemma! I det här avsnittet 

vill vi undersöka hur viktiga olika egenskaper hos brandsläckaren är i just detta skede. 

Det här är sista delen och vi är mycket tacksamma för dina svar! 

Fråga Svarsalternativ Medelvärde svar 

Hur viktig är känslan av 

trygghet från brand i hemmet? 

Inte alls viktigt – Mycket viktigt 
Skala 1-10 

8,78 

Hur trygg från brand känner du 

dig hemma idag? 

Inte alls trygg – Helt trygg 
Skala 1-10 

7,42 
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Fråga Svarsalternativ Medelvärde svar 

Hur viktigt är det att kunna 

släcka en mindre brand i ett hem 

själv? 

Inte alls viktigt – Mycket viktigt 
Skala 1-10 

9,38 

Hur väl går det att släcka mindre 

bränder i hemmet idag? 

Inte alls – Helt och hållet 
Skala 1-10 

7,12 

Hur viktigt är det att 

brandsläckaren är lättillgänglig i 

hemmet om en brand bryter ut? 

Inte alls viktigt – Mycket viktigt 

Skala 1-10 

9,54 

Till vilken grad är brandsläckare 

i hemmen tillgängliga idag? 

Inte alls – Helt och hållet 
Skala 1-10 

5,79 

Hur viktigt är det att en 

brandsläckare är enkel att hitta i 

ett hem om en brand bryter ut? 

Inte alls viktigt – Mycket viktigt 
Skala 1-10 

9,43 

Hur enkelt är det att hitta 

brandsläckare i hem idag? 

Inte alls enkelt – Mycket enkelt 5,70 

Hur viktigt är det att 

brandsläckaren är enkel att 

hantera vid användning? 

Inte alls viktigt – Mycket viktigt 
Skala 1-10 

9,71 

Hur enkelt är det att hantera en 

brandsläckare idag? 

Inte alls enkelt – Mycket enkelt 
Skala 1-10 

7,56 

Hur viktigt är det att en 

brandsläckare är intuitiv när den 

används? 

Inte alls viktigt – Mycket viktigt 

Skala 1-10 

9,11 

Hur intuitivt anser du att 

användandet av en 

brandsläckare är idag? 

Inte alls intuitiv – Mycket intuitivt 7,36 

Hur viktigt är det att en 

brandsläckare smälter ni i 

hemmet utseendemässigt? 

Inte alls viktigt – Mycket viktigt 
Skala 1-10 

5,34 

Hur väl tycker du att 

brandsläckare på marknaden 

idag smälter in i ett hem? 

Inte alls – Mycket väl 
Skala 1-10 

5,08 

Hur viktigt är det att en 

brandsläckare är vacker att se 

på? 

Inte alls viktigt – Mycket viktigt 
Skala 1-10 

4,81 

Tycker du att det finns 

brandsläckare idag som är 

vackra att se på? 

Inte alls – Mycket vackra 6,03 

Hur viktigt är det att en 

brandsläckare är enkel att 

underhålla? 

Inte alls viktigt – Mycket viktigt 
Skala 1-10 

8,73 

Hur enkelt är det att underhålla 

en brandsläckare idag? 

Inte alls enkelt – Mycket enkelt 
Skala 1-10 

5,70 

Hur viktigt är det att en 

brandsläckare inte ska kunna 

avfyras av misstag? 

Inte alls viktigt – Mycket viktigt 
Skala 1-10 

8,76 

Hur stor anser du risken är att 

en brandsläckare idag kan 

avfyras av misstag? 

Stor risk – Ingen risk 

Skala 1-10 

6,13 

Hur viktigt är det att en 

brandsläckare idag kan 

återvinnas eller återanvändas? 

Inte alls – Mycket viktigt 

Skala 1-10 

7,89 

Tror du att brandsläckare 

återvinns eller återanvänds idag? 

Inte alls – Helt och hållet 
Skala 1-10 

4,25 

Hur viktigt är det att en 

brandsläckare tar liten plats i 

hemmet? 

Inte alls viktigt – Mycket viktigt 
Skala 1-10 

6,45 

Tycker du att brandsläckare idag 

tar liten plats i hemmet? 

Nej, stor plats – Ja, liten plats 
Skala 1-10 

6,28 
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Avslutning: FÄRDIGT! Tusen tack för dina svar, de kommer vara till stor hjälp i vårt 

examensarbete. Ha en fortsatt bra dag! /Daniel och Sofia 
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Appendix 4 – Actors maps 

Current offering 
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Through retailer 
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Internally managed 
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Appendix 5 – Company characteristics 

 

Strengths Weaknesses 

Offering  
 High quality products 

 Both B2B and B2C activities 
 Flexible and customized solutions  
 Available products in common stores  
 A variety of different types of solutions for 

different segments 
Competences  

 Knowledge of fire safety legislation and 
certifications  

 Big sales department  
 In-house market department  
 Innovative company  
 Employees stay within the company  

 Experienced with fire extinguishers  
Communication  
 Many communication routes to customer  
 Loyal manufacturer  
 Cross-functional teams  
 Internal communication  

 Good communication and relation to 
provider  

 Trusted management  
Capacity  
 Resources to expand their business  
 Rather small company which could simplify 

changes 

 

Manufacturer  
 Long lead times  

 Dependent on a specific manufacturer 
 Provider in a different time-zone  
Customers & end-users  
 Price-driven customers (low margin)  
 Little communication with end-users  
Communication & competence  

 No or little experience of B2C  
 Competence gap within product and service 

development  
 Small indications of over-the-wall mentality 

between some teams  
 Few people have the majority of the 

knowledge  

 

Opportunities Threats 
Market  

 Constant demand of the product  
 Hard market to enter (lots of 

legislations/standards)  
Legislations  
 Legislations forcing people to have fire 

safety equipment  

Product  
 It is possible to refill the fire extinguishers  
 New technology demands new fire safety 

solutions  

 

Competitors  

 Competitors with strong brands  
 Competitors with cheaper solutions  
 New legislations and standards  
 Radical fire safety innovation  
Legislations & certifications  
 Certifications makes it hard to innovate  

 Financial crisis and inflation  
 Difficult to geographically expand  
Unpredictable events  
 Political factors (such as harbour strikes, tax 

increase etc.)  
 Bad weather (shipping)  

Mindset  
 Can be considered a boring and uninteresting 

product  
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Appendix 6 – Study visit service shop 

The process of refilling a fire extinguisher 

The procedure takes approximately 7-8 minutes if the extinguisher is not pressurized 

when starting. If it is pressurized, it takes approximately 15-20 minutes.  

1. If the extinguisher is still pressurized, empty it by fire it off into the container for 

powder (Figure 20). 

2. Disassembly the extinguisher into components. Use the working bench (Figure 22). 

3. Clean all parts by compressed air  

4. Change all worn parts. Always change the O-rings 

5. Assembly the extinguisher “handle”. Smear on Vaseline on all parts that should stay 

flexible (O-rings) and on the threads. 

6. Use the refilling machine and a weigh to suck in the right amount of powder into the 

machine (Figure 21). 

7. Fill the container with the powder from the machine. 

8. (If there is any doubt if the right amount of powder is used, weigh the entire container 

and check with specified total weigh (cylinder + powder).) 

9. Attach the “handle” or “head” part (which is assembled in 5) 

10. Ensure that the extinguisher is air tight by hold it underwater for a while. 

11. Dry it with compressed air 

12. Put a label on the cylinder and note the date and service performed on the 

extinguisher. 

 

Other notes from the study visit 

 Always check if there are the right components for the right extinguisher. Foam, 

powder and carbon dioxide fire extinguishers have all different characteristics. 

 Always change the O-rings because of the aging of the plastics. 

 Bursting discs, the hose and manometers are also sometimes changed if they are worn 

out. 

 If the extinguishers finish is damaged, the whole product is disassembled and sent to 

recycling. Repainting is too much of a cost for this specific workshop. 

 Materials needed for the procedure: a machine for emptying the cylinder from 

powder, a machine for filling the cylinder (the same kind as the emptying machine), 

a working bench with clamps, a barrel of water. 

 The cost for an emptying/filling machine is approximately 60 000 – 80 000 SEK. 

 25 kg of high effective powder costs approximately 1000 – 1500 SEK. 

 This specific firm only refills extinguishers once (if they are not used and in good 

condition). The reason is that they after one refill are 20 years which makes it feel 

uncertain. Also, the design changes during the years and spare parts sometimes does 

not fit.  

 There definitely are fire extinguishers on the market which is placed in a non-exposed 

environment which looks as new when refilled, see Figure 23 as an example. 
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Figure 20 – Emptying a pressurized extinguisher through a pipe into one of the machines 

 

 

Figure 21 – Machine for filling powder into extinguishers and a weigh (left) and machine 

for emptying powder (right). 
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Figure 22 – Working bench with clamps 

 

 

Figure 23 – A refilled fire extinguisher provided to a company for the first time 2007 
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Appendix 7 – Environmental impact of 
suggested offering 

Results from the Life cycle assessment of the circular concept is presented below in Table 

27 and Figure 24. 

Table 27 – The total emissions from the second LCA. 

Impact categories Acronym Tot. emissions Units 

Acidification potential AP 0,450 kg SO2 eq. 

Eutrophication potential EP 0,165 kg PO4--- eq. 

Global warming potential GWP 44,2 kg CO2 eq. 

Photochemical oxidation creation potential POCP 0,0222 kg C2H4 eq. 

Ozone-depleting gases ODG 6,21E-06 kg CFC-11 eq. 

Abiotic resource depletion ARD 0,00177 kg Sb eq. 

Abiotic depletion, fossil fuels AD 577 MJ 

 

 

 

Figure 24 – Chart of emissions across impact categories with allocation of life cycle 

phases 
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